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Rethinking the Tribal Sovereignty
Doctrine: Cultural Sovereignty and
the Collective Future of Indian
N[ations
by
Wallace Coffey and Rebecca Tsosie
Cultural sovereignty is the

It

heart and soul that you
have, and no one has
jurisdíction over that but

Coffey

(Comanche)

INTRODUCTION
This article is the resuit of

a

dialogue between colleagues who
Iive and work within a panicular
universe which Indian people know
very well and non-Indians know
very little: the cultural existence of

an Indian nation with its

ptualize l,{ ativ e
sovereignty from a model
that treats sovereignty as a
strategy to maintain
culture, to a model that
ønalyzes culture øs a living
context ønd foundation for
the exercise of group
autonomy and the survivøl
of Indian nations.
conce

God.

-Wallace

is time to re-

own

territory, identity, and history, that has been enveloped by

another nation in a contemporary "pluralistic" and
"multicultural" society. This universe is governed by
"Federal Indian Law," the most byzantine series of
statutes, regulations, treaties, and court opinions that any
nation has ever possessed. However, it is not defined by

Federal Indian Law, but by the moral vision that has
always guided Indian nations in their collective existence
Mr. Coffev and Ms. Tsosie both serye on the Board of Directors
of the Native American Rights Fund, whiclt provided the itnpetus

for this dialogue on culrural ,rovereignry. Mr. Coffey is a
Cultural Resources Specittlist with the Institute of American
Indian Arts, and prior to this he serued as Chairman of the
Contanche Tribe for two consecutive terms. Ms. Tsosie is

Professor of Lctw and Executive Director of the Indian Legal
Program ar Arizona State Universi¡,.
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as distinctive peoples. Ir is a
universe that is beset with
jurisdictional, social, and economic
problems. But it is also the universe
that encompasses our ljves as Indian

people, and

it is what unites us,

inspires us, gives us hope that there
is a future, and gives us hope that our

collective future as Indian nations
wiil define the terms of our existence
in the twenty-first century.

This article calls for

a

reappraisal of the tribal sovereignty
doctrine, one which looks within-to
the "cultural sovereignty" of Indian
Nations-for the core of its meaning
rather than to an externally defined

notion of tribal "political
sovereignty." Part I of the article examines the limttations
of the political sovereignty doctrine as it has been applied
to Indian nations. In Part II, the article attempts to
construct a doctrine of cultural sovereignty, premised on
the central components of sovereignty as it is exercised
and understood within tribal communities. Pan III of the
article suggests that cultural sovereignty is a process of
of building nations. Using the
of "repatnation," we discuss the key features of
that process. Part IV concludes the article by offering a
reclaiming culture and

metaphor

vision of what the future of Indian nations mi,qht be under
a reconceptualized and integrated notion of political and
cultural sovereignty.

The alternative vision of tnbal sovereignty that

we

endorse ultimately depends upon the willingness ol Indian
nations, including their leaders, attorneys, and citizens, to
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engage in a dialogue about what cultural sovereignry
means and how it can be used to protect the collective
future of Indian people. Thus, our article is not intended
to offer "answers" to the complex problems that confront
us today. Instead, we hope to open a dialogue about
sovereignty and our collective future that is generated
from witltin our tribal communities, rather than as a
defensive response to attacks from outside. We dedicate
this anicle to Native people across tlle nation and offer
these thoughts in the spirit of healing and regeneration for
our Indian people, including our Ancestors and those yet
unborn.

RETHINKING THE TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
DOCTRINE: THE LIMITATIONS OF
''POLITICAL'' SOVEREIGNTY
Recent decisions by the United States Supreme
Court have flustrated Indian nations in their efforts to gain
recognition for sovereignty. Although the Court has
always acknowledged the sovereign nature of Indian
nations, the Court's reading of tribal political soverei-gnry
has changed over the years to reflect its belief thar the
incorporation of Indian nations into the United States
limits their inherent sovereignty. The Supreme Court's
jurisprudence demonstrates a profound lack of
understanding of inherent sovereignty for Indian nations.
This article addresses the content of inherent sovereignty
through its discussion of cuitural sovereignty. This
section of the article examines the development of the
I.

political sovereignty doctrine under

American
jurisprudence, and the increasingly restrictive readings of
tribal sovereignty Supreme Court has generated.

A.

THT DTvBI,oPMBNT oF THE POLITICAL
SOVEREIGNTY DOCTRINE

Federal Indian law is structured around the idea that
tribal govemments are separate political sovereigns with

their own territorial boundaries. As Chief Justice John
Marshall acknowledged in his "trilogy" of Indian law
cases, the historical relationship between the United States

and Indian nations had its inception in the series of
treaties between the British and the Indian nations, and
later the United States and the Indian nations.r This treaty
relationship between sovereign governments became the
foundation for Marshall's conception of Indian nations as
"domestic, dependent nations."2 Although Indian tribes

had the political status

of

"nations," they were not

"foreign nations" because they were within the territorial
boundaries of the United States and because, throu_eh the
treaties, they had placed themselves under the "sole

protection" of the United States. However, Indian nations
were not incorporated into the federal Union as states.
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Indian tribes were pre-constitutional governments
independent authority within their
territorial boundaries. The states were precluded from

who maintained

applying their laws within Indiarr Counrry or, indeed, from
having any relationship u'ith the tribes at all, except with
the consent of the tribes or the federal government. As

in Worce,srer v. Georgia: "The whole
intercourse between the United Stares and lthe Cherokee]
Marshall stated

Nation is, by our Constitution and laws, vested in the
government of the United States."3
Marshall's conception of tribal sovereignty has had
two enduring components. First, the concept is cìearly
tied to geographical boundaries. Tribal sovereignty
enjoys its fullest expression within tribal territory, often
designated as Indian Country. Secondly, the concept of
Indian tribes as "domestic dependent nations" means that

tribal governmental authority is to some extenl
circumscribed by federal aurhority. The Federal

Government has the duty to protect Indian nations ancl is
therefore entitled to exercise authority ove¡ Indian affairs.
The duty to protect Indian nations stems from the treaties,
as well as from the Commerce Clause of the Constitution,
which gives Congress the sole and exclusive authority to

regulate trade

with Indian nations.a Borh of

these

components have undergone substantiai revision as a
result of federal policy and the Court's interpretation of
the effects of that policy.

1.

TerritorialSovereignty

The territorial boundaries of Indian Country became
more ambiguous as a legacy of the nineteenth-century
allotment policy, which sought to break up the collective
landholdings of Indian nations, distribute fee parcels to
tribal members, and sell the "excess" lands to non-Indian
homesteaders.5 ln most cases, the lands were sold in fee

to non-Indians, who voluntarily moved to

the

reservations.u Th. effect of these land sales on tribal
jurisdiction clearly was not contemplated in the nineteenth
century, or even in the early twentieth century, when
federal agents exercised all meaningful authority over the
reservations.t Howeuer, after the enactment of the Indian
Reorganization Act in 1934, which promoted tribal selfgovemance, and particularly, in the era of tribal selfdetermination, which commenced in the 1970s, the
question has become very important.s
Contemporary federal courts have focused on two of
the potential effects of fee ownership by non-lndians

within the reservation. First, they have considered
whether the land sales on the reservation actually
diminished the external boundaries ol the reservation.
The dirninishment doctrine within Federal lndian law
looks to the supposed intent ol Congress to diminish, or
perhaps even disestablish, Indian reservations when
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enacting allotment legislation. While early cases such as
Mattz v. AmetÍe refused to find such an intent unless it
was clearly stated, the Court's more recent cases have
been willing to infer this intent from the circumsrances

surrounding passage

of the Act,r0 It may even f,ind

"de

facto diminishment" when cunent

population
demographics indicate that "non-lndian settlers flooded
into the opened portion of a reservation and the area has
long since lost its Indian character."ll Recent cases, such
as Hagen

v. [Jtaht2

and South Dakota

v, yankton Sioux

Tribe,t3 employ a broad reading of the diminishment
doctrine to find that tribes may not exercise regulatory
jurisdiction over reservation lands alienated from tribal
ownership because those lands are no longer lndian
Country.ra The diminishment quesrion is an ongoing issue
whose reservations were heavily allotted,
particularly where many of lhose allotments have passed
into non-Indian ownership.

for tribes

Even where the external boundaries of the
reservation are still intact, the question has become
whether or not the tribe can exercise regulatory or
adjudicatory authority over non-Indians on fee lands
within the reservation. This question is related to the
Court's perception that tribal sovereignty has been limited
by the "overriding" sovereignty of the United States.

2.

Tribal Sovereignty ønd Federal Power

Chief Justice John Marshall's vision of tribal
sovereignty recognized

the tribal

governments

as

essentially autonomous, although subject to an overriding
federal authority.r5 The Coun's later opinions in Ex parte
Crow Dogt6 and Talton v. MayestT acknowiedge that the

tribes are not bound by the Constitution or by general
federal laws except to the extent that Congress has
expressìy imposed such limitations.rs In that sense, the
inherent sovereignty of Indian nations is more analogous
to the sovereignty of foreign nations than that of the states,

which have constitutionally ceded aspects of their
sovereignty to the federal government.

A competing line of cases emerged in the nineteenth
century, however, which challenged the notion of tribal
political autonomy. Cases such as United States v.
Kagarna)e and Lr¡ne WoL,f v. Hitchcock2\ commenced in
the wake of the Indian Wars, when the tribes were viewed
as a continuing threat to Western expansion. These cases
depicted Indian people as savages who ought to be cared
f'or paternalistically as "wards." These cases also gave
birth to the plenary power docrrine, which justified a
seemingly unlimited federal power over Indian affairs.2r
For example, in Lone WoLf, the Kiowa, Comanche, and
Apache people protested the allotment of their
reservation, which took place with blatant fraud, coercion,
and deceit by the federal negoriators and in violation of
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the express provisions of the 1867 Treaty of Medicine
Lodge. In that case, the Court found that "the status of the
contracting Indians and the relation of dependency they
bore and continue to bear towards the government of the
United States" meant that Congress's unilateral decision to
allot the reservation was essentially a political question
beyond the capacity of the federal courts to adjudicate.22
Unfortunately, the tribes' only recourse was to the very
Congress that had passed the law dispossessing them of

most of their treaty lands, which had been sold
immediately to eager land speculators.23
Although rhe Courr has since rejected the political
question doctrine as a limitation on its authority to review
the legality of federal legislation, these cases set the stage
for a series of modern cases which reconceptualized the
notion of inherent tribal sovereignty to reflect the Court,s
preconceived notions about the "dependent status" of
Indian nations.2a The idea that Indian nations had been
implicitly divested of part of their inherent sovereignty
because of their dependent status emerged from the
Court's 1978 decision in Oliphant v. Suquamislt Tribe.2s
In that câse, the Court held that the "overriding
sovereignty" of the United States implicitly baned indian
nations from criminally prosecuting non-Indians who
commit misdemeanors against Indians on the reservation.
The decision was premised on the Court's belief that
exercise of such jurisdiction would imperil the personal
liberty of non-Indian citizens who would be hauled into
the "alien" legal systems of the tribes.26
Subsequent Supreme Court opinions on tribal
jurisdiction have built on Oliphant's doctrine. In Montana
v. [Jnited States,z1 the Court held that the Crow Tribe did
not have the authority to regulate hunting and fishing

jurisdiction over non-Indians on fee land within the
reservation.2s Although the Tribe was free to regulate its
trust lands or the lands of tribal members, the Court held
that the regulation of hunting and fishing by non-members

on fee land "bears no clear relationship to tribal selfgovernment or intemal relations" and is therefore outside
the scope of inherent tribal sovereignty.2e The decision in
Montana picks up where Olipha¡zr left off, stating that the
"exercise of tribal power beyond what is necessary to
protect tribal self-government or to control internal
relations is inconsistent with the dependent status of the

tnbes, and so cannot survive without
congressional delegation.

"

express

30

According to Montcuxct, the question of whether a
tribe possesses authority to exercise civil jurisdiction over
non-lndians on fee lands depends upon whether (1) the
tribe has been granted such authority by Congress or (2)
the tribe retains inherent sovereigntl, under one of two

exceptions

to

Montana's general rule. which

are

essentially triggered by the consent of non-members or by
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the necessity for tribal regulation given the effect of nonmember conduct on important tribal interests.3r

The Court's latest opinion on tribal jurisdiction,
Strate v. A-l Contraclors,3z has led to a proliferation of
case law

in the circuit courts trying to determine the scope

of tribai inherent sovereignty over non-Indians and over
fee lands.33 In Strate, a unanimous Court ruled that the
Fort Berthold Tribal court did not have authority to
adjudicate a tort lawsuit between non-Indians that arose
out of an auto accident on a state highway right of way on

the reservation.3o The Court issued a number of
significant rulings in its opinion. First, the Court heid that
the tribe's adjudicatory jurisdiction was the same as its
regulatory jurisdiction, and thus, the Montana test was
appropriately applied in this cuse." Secondly, the Court

to protect their reservations and interests from the actions
of others.
What is the solution to this retrenchment of the tribal
sovereignty doctrine? Some attorneys have counseled the
tribes to lobby Congress for affirmative delegations of the
powers that the courts have held that tribes lack. For
instance, if tribes are considered to lack the inherent right

to exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-lndians, then
they should lobby Congress for a delegation of such
power. The problem, of course, is that very soon the line
between inherent sovereignty and delegated power
becomes bluned, posing an additional challenge to the
notion of inherent sovereignty as indepencle¡r¡ of federal
power.3e

narrowed Montana to state that tribes do not retain
inherent sovereignty to govern the conduct of nonmembers on the reservation except where there is a clear
consensual (e.g. contractual) relationship between the
non-member and the tribe, or where the tribe retains such
a strong interest in the matter that exercise of such

Reliance on the federal trusteeship to remedy the
abridgment of tribal sovereignty shares a certain
consistency with the roots of federal Indian law.
However, the iirnitations of this reliance now force us to
think about alternative visions of tribal sovereignty that
can structure the collective futures of Indian Nations
according to the norms of those Nations. The tribal

jurisdiction is necessary to tribal self-government and
exercise of state jurisdiction would "unduly trench" on

sovereignty doctrine that emerges from federal Indian law
is one that is rooted in the notion of political sovereignry.

tribal self-government. 36
.Srrø¿¿ builds on the implicit divestiture rationale of
Oliphant. At the very end of its opinion, the Court alludes
to its belief that requiring a non-Indian tortfeasor to
defend against a "commonplace state highway accident

Under this doctrine, tribal political sovereignty is
understood to be subject to the supremacy of the federal

in an unfamiLiar court" is not crucíal to the
"political integrity, the economic security, or the health or

claim

Tribe." The subtext is identical to that in
Oliphant: the Supreme Court feared subjecting the
defendant to an unfamiliar court and potentially "alien"
system of law merely by his decision to drive on a state
highway, without any conscious consent to such
jurisdiction. This analysis raises important questions
welfare" of the

about the future of tribal political sovereignty as it is being
interpreted by the Supreme Court.

B.

THE FUTURB oF TRIIJAL POLITICAL
SOVEREIGNTY

The doctnne that has emerged in cases such as
Oliphant, Montana, and Strate is an outgrowth of judicial
conservatism and the Court's reìuctance to recognize the
sovereign right of Indian Nations to exercise autonomy
within their reservation boundaries. These cases have led
Indian law scholars such as Robert A. Williams, Jr. to
declare the "death of Indian law."38 Federal Indian Law,
as it was structured under Marshall's model is dead, they
assert, and in its place is some new and restrictive doctrine
that treats Indian nations as little more than private
membership organizations: free to exercise "sovereignty"
over their members and trust lands, but otherwise unable

t94

government. This root idea underlies both the plenary
power doctrinea0 and its counterweight-the trust
doctrine.ai The "dependent" status of the Indian nations
justifies both doctnnes under the standard model of
Federal Indian law. The Supreme Court described this
relationship in United States v. Kagama'.
These Indian tribes are the wards of the nation.
They are communities dependent on the United
States. Dependent largely for their daily food.
Dqpendent for their political rights. . . From

their very

weakness

and helplessness,

so

largely due to the course of dealing with the
Federal government with them and the treaties

in which it has been promised, there arises the
duty of protection, and with it the power.a2

In a world where tribal political sovereignty is
dependent upon federal acknowledgment, Indian nations
will always be vulnerable to restrictions on their
sovereignty, and perhaps even to the total annihilation of
their sovereignty, Thus, it is no su¡prise that the Supreme
Court has found that "Congress has plenary authority to
limit, modify or eliminate the powers of local selfgovernment which the tribes otherwise possess."ut Or, as

the Court observed in United States

v

WheeÌer: "The

sovereignty that the Indian tribes retain is of a unique and
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limited character.

Ir

ex.ists onl¡,

a¡ the sufferance of

Congress and is subject to compLete defeasance."4

Given the dismal history of federal Indian policy,

which inciudes among other things the

disastrous

termination policyas of the 1950s, which sought to end the
trust relationship with specific tribes and assimilate their
members into the dominant society, it seems a bit
optimistìc to hope that Congress will always stop short of
such annihilation.a6 Today, Congressional policy favors
tribal self-determination and optimists might argue that
Indian rights may be limited or reformulated, but that
Congress is unLikely to terminate tribal sovereignty.
However, as the political tide turns against group-based
nghts and the distinctive status of Native peopies, it may
well be that the optimists are a bit short-sighted.
This trend seems alarmingly clear in the Supreme
Court's recent tendency to differentiate among Native
groups based upon the federal government's particular
form of recognition for their "sovereignty." Thus, the
Court has differentiated the status of "federally recognized
tribes" in the lower forty-eight states from that of Native
Alaskan and Native Hawaiian groups, indicating that it is
the role of federal law that justifies recognition of Native
"sovereignty" rather than the inherent status of Native

peoples themselves. Although federally recognized
groups in the lower forty-eight states may find some
comfort in the Court's continuing recognition of their
unique status, the reasoning in cases such as Alaska v.
Natite Village of Venetiea1 and Rice v. Cayetanoas may
ultimately fuel attacks on the scope of tribal sovereignty
and instilÌ limitations on the federal govemment's ability
to provide trust protections to Native people.
In Venetie, the Supreme Court held that the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) generally
operated to extinguish Indian Country in Alaska and thus,
the Native Village of Venetie could not exefi taxation

authority over a non-lndian contractor conducting work
within the Village.ae According to the Courq ANCSA's
purpose to further "Native self-determination and end
patemalism in federal Indian relations" by creating a
corporate form of governance for Alaska Native Tribes

was inconsistent with the f,rnding of dependency that
exists at the core of the Indian Country concept.s0 Thus,
according to Venetie, it is Native dependency that justifies
sovereignty, rather than inherent political rights of group
self-determination

!

In the post-Venetie world, presurnably, Alaska
Natives should be satisfied to exercise group selfgovernance on the same level as corporations and private
membership organizations. In fact, the Court is careful to
point out that the corporate structure created by ANCSA
was intended to avoid "any permanent racially defined
institutions, rights, privileges, or obligations," In other
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words, Native people are to be assimilated politically into
the dominant society. Within the larger polity, they must
adj

udicate their rights

in the dominant society's

institutions as citizens of Alaska rather than as separate
I
Nations with territorial boundaries.5
Similarly, \n Rice v. Cavetano, the Court tieats the
Native Hawaijan people as a distinctive ethnic group of
American citizens rather than a separate political entity.

In Rice, the Court

invalidated Hawaii's constiturional

provision limiting the right to vote for nine trustees of the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs to Native Hawaiian people and

their descendants. The Court held that the restriction
constituted a "race-based voting qualification" which
violated the l5th Amendment to the Constitution.s2 The
Majority rejected the idea that the provision was a
permissible 'political preference" under the reasoning of
Morton v. Mctncari,s3 which justified employment
preferences in the BiA for Indians who are members of
federally recognized tribes as a political rather than a
racial preference.'o The bitter history of injustice and
dispossession of Native Hawaiian land and sovereignty
that led to the creation of OHA and a 1993 Congressional
Resolution of Apology to the Native Hawaiian people is
almost ignored by the majority, which fìnds that the 15th
Amendment's design to "reaffirm the equality of races"
provides sufficient protection for the interests of Native
Hawaiian people, as an "ethnic minority" group of
citizens, in their governance by a state agency, OHA.s5
The majority's opinion places Native Hawaiian

people

in the

same category as the many immigrant

-groups-Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, and Filipinowho have settled Hawaii, claiming that each of these
ethnic groups has had its "own struggles with societal and
official discrimination, its own successes, and its own role

in creating the present society of the

islands."56

Importantly, all of these people are now American cifizens
and the Constitution has become "the heritage of all the
citizens of Hawaii."5?
The reasoning in Venetie and Rice fits nicely with
the Hagen-Yankton l\ne of diminishment cases, and the
Monîana-Strate line of sovereignty cases. Each of these

cases perceives the federal government to have
affirmatively "granted" Native sovereignty through
statutes and treaties and to have the authority to decide
when ihat sovereignty should end. To the extent that the
federal govemment does not clearly specify that this
unique relationship exists, it is up to the Court to step in
and enforce the Constitutional norm of equal citizenship.
In short, the indications are not good for the future of
tribal sovereignty.

It is time for a reappraisal of the tribal sovereignty
doctrine-one that is based in the conceptions of
sovereignty held by Indian nations and which responds to
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the challenges that confront Indian nations today. This
account of inherent sovereignty shouid embody cultural
sovereignty: that is, the effort of Indian nations and lndian

people

to

exercise their own norms and values in

structuring their collective futures. Inherent sovereignty is
not dependent upon any grant, gift or acknowledgment by
the federal government. It preexists the arrival of the
European people and the formation of the United States.
Cultural sovereignty is inherent in every sense of that

word, and

it is up to Indian people to define, asserr,

protect, and insist upon respect for that right.

TI.

CONSTRUCTINGTHE DOCTRINE OF
CULTURAL SOVBREIGNTY

I

have Lost my wcty tncmy times in this world,
onl¡ to retunr to these rounded, ,shinunering

hills and see nryself recreated more beautifitl
tlnn I could ever believe.

-Joy

Harjo

(Creek)s8

Contemporary

legal battles center around

the

concept of political sovereignty as Indian nations attempt
to define and defend the boundaries of their jurisdictional

authority. However, these legal struggles for politicaì
sovereignty coincide with a larger battle: the battle to
protect and defend tribal cultures from the multitude of
forces that threaten the cultural survival of Indian nations.
After enduring nearly two centuries of government
policies directed at the forcible assimilation of Indian
people, we stand at a moment in time in which our
languages, cerernonies, and ways of life are increasingly
jeopardized by the forces of mass media, the educational
system, and a host of court decisions failing to protect the
religious or cultural rights of Native peoples.'5e
The concept of cultural sovereignty is valuable
because it allows us, as Native people, to chart a course
for the future. In that sense, cultural sovereignty may weìl
become a tool to protect our rights to language, religion,
art, tradition, and the distinctive norms and customs that

guide our societies. Indeed, cultural sovereignty may
ultimately prove to be our most valuable legal tool.
However, it is important to construct this tool from u,ithin
our Native societies, rather than looking to external
definitions of "sovereignty" to determine what the concept
means. Too often, we as Indian people are f'orced to
litigate our rights within the dominant society's appraisal
of tribal sovereignty. We cite the Marshall Trilogy as if
the concept of "domestic dependent nal-ion" really means
something in terms of our legal rights. In fact, we see
cases like OLiphant, Montana, and SÍrate as wrong
because they ignore the tribaì sovereignty doctrine set

196

forth in the Marshall Trilogy! We enter the courts citin,g
Cherokee Nation and Wr.trcester as our charter of
sovereignty, and try our best to distinguish our case on the
facts from Oliphant, Montctna and Strate. To the extent
that we litigate our right to sovereignty within this legal
framework, we have lost the true essence of our
sovereignty.

Sitting Bull once said: "lf a man loses anything and
goes back and looks carefully for

it he will hnd it."60 The

way our Ancestors used to think about the things they
believed in was perhaps their greatest attribute. They died
for their most central beliefs and gave their Iives for their
most critical possessions. Because of this we are here
today.6r Cultural sovereignty is their legacy to us. Our
Ancestors recognized themselves as distinctive cultural
and political groups, and that was the basis of their
sovereign authority to reach agreements with each other,62
with the European sovereigns, and then the United States.
In each of these instances, our Ancestors exercised
governmental authority to protect their lands, resources,
peoples and cultures. Thus, our challenge today is to
reach back into the past and locate the core elements
which will play a role in the development of our collective
fiture. Cultural sovereignty is one of those elements, and
our struggle to locate our sovereignty is a little bit like
coming home. We know who we are and we know the
places that we were born. Once in a while we may take a
journey away, but ultimately, we always come home,
Constructing a doctrine of cultural sovereignty from
within requires Native peoples to undertake at least three
separate inquiries. The first involves the question of
where Native peopìes should "locate" cultural sovereignty
within their existing social structures and order. The

second involves the question

of how we

should

conceptualize the relationship between Native peoples'

political and cultural sovereignty. The third inquiry is
perhaps the most abstract: that is, to probe the
philosophical core of our belief systens as Native peoples

and create our own appraisal of what "sovereignty"
means, what "autonomy" means, and what rights, duties
and responsibilities are entailed in our relationships.
These relationships extend from ourselves to each other,
to our Ancestors, and to our future generations.

All of

these inquiries exist as interrelated, and
of the larger search to define
cultural soverei,qnty, and Indian nations may differ in their
ultimate resolution of these questions. For the purposes of
inseparabìe, components

this article, we will organize these questions around three
key concepts that link each of the inquiries to the others:

sovereignty, tradition, and

history. The

conceptual

framework that we suggest does not follow a traditional

anaìytical model

of

legal jurisprudence. Rather, it is
of thinking based in Native

intended to capture a way
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culture and tradition. Because Native peoples have
distinctive cultures and traditions, we have focused our
discussion at a level of generality that captures the
commonality among Native peoples. These conceptssovereignty, tradition,

and hisrory-have

profound

significance to all Native communities, both in terms of
their own internal stmctures and in terms of their
relationships with external communities.

A.

SovERprcNry
The analogy to land and "home" is central to the
question of where we should locate cultural sovereignty.
As Simon Ortiz says, the essence of who we are as lndian

people relates

to three things: land, culture, and

community.63 Each of these things is central to our
survival as distinctive peoples, and thus, our vision of
cultural sovereignty must respond in kind. This effort to
"locate" cultural sovereignty responds to what the Osage
scholar, Robert Allen Warrior, calls a "process-centered
understanding of sovereignty," which he finds reflected in
the works of Native American intellectual leaders such as
Vine Deloria, Jr. and John Joseph Mathews.óa
According to Warrior, Deloria's work suggests that

Native peoples' political sovereignty must be located
within an internal, culture-and-community-based model of
sovereignty. Deloria's work speaks to the relationship
between cultural and political sovereignty in its view that
Native people must "return to Native ceremonies and
traditions" as they formulate a framework to exert their
ó-t
sovereignty.
Thus, effective poiitical activism must be
based within the traditional culture. In the I970s, as
"American Indians and other oppressed groups were
caught up in the f'ervor of nationalistic and separatist
politics," Deloria queried what the conceprs of
"nationalism, self-determination, and group sovereignty"
could really mean in the world of "lived experience" that
characterizes tribal communities.66 These power
movements playeQ a central function within the larger
social order at that time, "taking the first steps toward
finding an alternative to the false consciousness and praxis
of individualism in the United States."67 However, Native
peoples had already achieved recognitìon of their
distinctive group status, even though, to some extent, this

vioìated the dominant society's "mythologies of the
of individuaì rights and property ownership."ó8
Thus, Deloria claimed that American Indian people
needed to take control of their own destinies as separate
groups, and at that time, the "politics of confrontation"
would of necessity end, and the "work of building
primacy

communities would have to begin."6e
The group-based structure of tribal societies leads to

a conception of sovereignty that is "oriented primarily
toward the existence and continuance of the group."?0 For
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lndian nations, then, unlike other "oppressed groups" in
society, sovereignty seems to require "constructive group

action rather than demands for self-determination."Tr
Warrior f,rnds agreement in Mathews' work, which
criticized the notions of seìf-determination and
sovereignty as being at the root of "the human arrogance"
responsible for many twentieth cenrury problems, and
found that they did not reflect the shared sense of many
tribal peopìes that human power and agency are limited in
very fundamental ways by their relationship to other pafis
of the natural world.i2

Building on these remarks, the central challenge of
cultural sovereignty is to reach an understanding of
sovereignty that is generated from within tribal societies
and carries a cultural meaning consistenr with those
traditions. The idea of sovereignty is one that has
historically been defined by Western political thoughr,T3
In particular, Western tradition has posited a dichotomy
between individuals and the "state" or "nation."7a Under
the Kantian view, for example, individuals have natural
rights within a universal moral framework.Ts Individuals
organize collectively as "states" in a political association
designed to secure the advantage of its members through

of sovereignty: exclusive jurisdiction,
territorial integrity, and nonintervention in domestic
positive assertions

affairs.T6 Within this moraì universe, the primacy of the

individual is unquestioned. Intemational law scholar
Fernando Teson, for example, describes sovereignty as an
"instrumental" rather than "intrinsic" value, and claims
that the concept is not "a seif-sustaining and autonomous
principle."77 Under Western thought, group sovereignty
may also be considered a social compact intended to
maximize the well-being of the individual members of the
civil society.?8 Consequently, government power (the
authority of the group) is necessarily limited by individual
rights.Te In the words of the noted Swiss scholar,
Emmerich de Vattel, who authored the Law of Nations,

[T]he end or aim of civil society is to procure
for its citizens the necessities, the comforts, and
the pleasures of life, and in general their
happiness; to secure to each the peaceful
enjoyment of his property and a sure means of
obtaining justice; and finally to defend the
whole body against all external violence.80

Within Western tradition, there are distinct grades of
sovereignty.s' The Law of Nations encompasses those

governments rvhich are founded on Vy'estern
jurisprudential understandings of what constitutes a
sovereign state.tt Indigenous peoples as collective groups
have had a difficult time gaining recognition as
"sovereigns" within international law, particularly afier
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their purported incotporation into the civil societies of the
conquering European powers.83 As Professor Anaya

notes, despite its earlier natural law underpinnings, the
"major premises of the late 19th and early 20th century
positivist school ensured that the law of nations, or
international law, would become a legitimizing force for
colonization and empire rather than a liberating one for
indigenous peoples."so And today, Venetie and Rice v'
Cayetano follow in that tradition, as the justices of the
Supreme Court stress the identity of individual Indian
people as United States citizens over their collective
group identity as distinctive sovereigns.

Nor is the contemporary universe of international
human rights law able to comprehend the nature of tribal
sovereignty. Emerging principles of international human
rights law recognize the distinctive relationship of
incligenous peoples to their ìands and resources, and
attempt to define certain rights to self-government and
cultural protection.ss However, the nation-states
(including the United States) have refused to recognize
indigenous peoples' rights to self-determination-the
realization of a separate autonomous political existence
that would limit or constrain the ability of the colonizing
nations to control the political existence of indigenous
peoples.s6 In particular, the debate over selfdetermination centers around the remedial aspects of
recognizing such a right, which could include a right of
secession from the colonial nation.87
The most pernicious aspect of this debate, of course,
is that indigenous peoples' collective existence continues

to be framed by Western notions of sovereignty and selfdetermination. As Professor Anaya notes, the concept of
state sovereignty exists as a separate concept frorn that of
group self-determination.st In some cases, sovereignty is
conditioned by the universal moral framework of selfdetermination. So, for example, assertions of sovereignty
should not insulate a nation from taking responsibility for
human rights abuses of indigenous peoples within those
nations. However, in other cases, state sovereignty serves
as a prudential framework that limits the remedial aspects
of self-determination. So, for example, to the extent that
secession would threaten the stability of the international
order or the liberty interests of citizens in contemporary
civil societies, the rights of peoples to self-determination
are limited by the sovereignty of the nation-state.8e
The disjunction between Western and indigenous
understandings of the relationship between individuals
and their encompassing cultural and political structures is

vividly

represented

by the idea within

domestic

jurisprudence that Indian nations are "domestic dependent

nations"-in other words, that they are subordinate
civil society of the United
a concept of cultural
effort
to
The
construct
States.e0
societies within the dominant
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sovereignty rejects that premise in favor of def,rning our
relationships to each other and to the United States from
within an indigenous understanding of what those

relationships entail. In particular, the concept of
relationship is itself fundamental to a culturaì
understanding of sovereignty. As lndian people, we are
born into a cultural environment where, in the words of
Wallace Coffey:

My Aunts and Uncles are my Moms and Dads,
my cousins are my brothers and sisters, and my
nieces and nephews are my sons and daughters.

As an American Indian, I've got it real good.
You see, I have a nuclear family. I have an
extended family. I have a communal famiìy
where I can identify with others in a unique
experience. But the greatest is the surrogate
family I have. I have a family in North Dakota,
Arikaras; I have little sisters and a brother in
Montana, Chippewa Crees; I have grandsons in
Onion Lake, Saskatchewan; I have Indian

brothers and sisters all over dilferent
reservations and in urban communities.er

This idea of relatedness connects individual Indians
to a multitude of communities. However, the concept is
also used to forge connections between Indian nations and

other sovereigns, whether lndian or non-Indian. In
particular, the treaty-making tradition between Indian
nations and the European sovereigns illustrates the
importance of building relationships among different
governments.e2 As Robert Williams notes in his
comprehensive appraisal of Indian treaties in the colonial
era, the treaties between indian nations and the European
sovereigns, and later the United States, are multicultural
agreements which impart duties of good faith and fair
dealing.e3 Indian nations believed that treaties created
sacred obligations between the two groups of people, and
often perceived these obligations to entail kinship duties
betweán the respective parties.e4 Although Congress
officially ended treaty-making as a mode of intersovereign accord between Indian nations and the United
States in 187 1,e5 Indian nations continue to use treaties to

forge relationships with other Indian nations.

For
example, in the 1970s, the Comanche Nation and the IJte
Nation entered a treaty of peace and frienciship.eó The
treaty, which was signed by the Chairmen of both Nations
and commemorated by ceremonies at Lawton, Oklahoma,
and lgnacio, Colorado, sought to re-establish the historic
friendship between the two Nations which had terminated

in late 19th century as a result of

inter-group conflict.
this treaty without
into
Notably, the two Nations entered
the event through
recorded
any federal involvement and
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inscription on a deerskin hide, in the traditional manner.
The divisions between the San Juan Southern Paiute Tnbe
and the Navajo Nation over rights to land and autonomy

in the wake of the Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute were rhe
subject of a 1999 Treaty between those two Nations.
Unlike the Comanche/Sourhern Ute Treary, the

focused on short-term, economic decision-making at the
behest of their federal superintendents.l0r
In fact, as Deloria concludes, tradition is not a ',set
of prescribed activities," but rather is a "set of processes"
which serve two distinct functions.r02 First, affirming
tradition validates the importance of Native peoples,

Paiute/Navajo Treaty involves settlement of ìand rights in
trust status, and therefore is currently pending approval by

epistemologies and resists the dominant society's message

Congress.eT

"pagan and uncivilized."r0s This process is necessary, for
example, to counter the dominant society's message that

The notion of cultural sovereignty embodied within

tribal tradition suggests that lndian nations can and should
implement political relationships with one another and
with the dominant society that are premrsed upon their
own understanding of these relationships. The
Comanche/Southern Ute Treaty and the Navajo/San Juan
Southern Paiute treaty exemplify the idea that Indian
nations can take control of their destiny through treaty
arrangements which correspond to their cultural and
political norms. The idea of a treaty as a political bargain
founded upon cuìtural understandings of the relationship
of distinctive groups to one another is fundamentalÌy

linked to the notion

of

"tradition" as the basis for

contemporary group identity,

B.

TRADITIoN

For Indian nations, the process of building
community is an essential pañ of the exercise of
sovereignty. Vine Deloria recognizes this when he
advocates "building communities and sociai structures
through which those communities exercise political,
economic, and spiritual power along with
responsibiiity."" Th. concept of community has always
been central to Indian nations, and thus. to some extent,
this process comprises a return to tradition. However, it is
not a static notion of "tradition" based upon some past era
and adherence to an "unchanging and unchangeable set of

activities," but rather a dynamic process that becomes
"part of the life of a community as it struggles to exercise
its sovereignty."ee This process, of course, requires some
level of change and innovation to meet new conditions.

As Warrior suggests, a "contemporary American Indian
politics would have to grapple with a situation that made
demands requiring the creation of new categories of
existence and experience, " loo
This process is illustrated in the politics of the Indian
power movement of the 1960s and 1970s, which united
tribal traditionalists with Indian militanrs, ofren in
opposition to the organized tribal councils. According to
Deloria, the traditionalists at that time were in a betrer
position to address the needs of the communities than the
tribal councils because they had actually "practiced
sovereignty through traditional ceremonies and social

relationships," while many
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of the rribal

councils were

that those beliefs and ways of knowing the world

are

Western science is the only valid way to determine
cultural affiliation between contemporary and ancient
Native peoples for purposes of repatriation of human
remains.re Secondly, tradition provides the "critical
constructive material upon which a community rebuilds
itself."ros Thus, onÌy by delving inro the inquiry of how
our Ancestors saw the world can we truly understand the
significance of our communities as they are currently
constituted, appreciating both the strengths and
continuities that exist, as well as the pathologies that
destroy community.

The concept of "sovereignty" evokes

group

autonomy, affirming the notion that the tribal community
is the locus of culturaì soverei-9nty. However, Indian
people today live in a variety of cornmunities, both urban
and reservation-based. Indian nations are increasingly
required to examine the nature of their governmental

authority as tied to territorial boundaries or as tied to a
cultural conception of membership, or perhaps as both.
Some Indian nations have denied voting rights and other
benefits to tribal members living off-reservation in urban
communities, leading these groups to press for recognition
by the tribe.106 These developments may be understood as

an acknowledgement of the limitations of a strictly
territorial notion of sovereignty and a request for a
culturally-based model of sovereignty. Ultimately,
however, it is up to each Nation to decide whether
recognitìon of communities outside the reservation is
consistent with its own norrns and values of governance.
Moreover, Indian people are pushing the boundaries
of "tradition" as individual artists, musicians, writers, and
scholars. Is cuÌtural sovereignty the domain of Indians as

individuals, as

well?

What do we do with atistic

innovations that cross cultural lines, or alternatively, tribal
lines? These questions trigger a larger question. To what
extent is the relationship between individual tribal
members and their Nations governed by a changing set of
norrns which elevates individual nghts within tribal
societies? One of the challenges of cultural sovereignty is
to examine how tribal societies have incorporated Western
notions of the relationship between individuals and their
government, which has been inculcated by federal policy
and by statutes such as the Indian Civil Rights Acr that
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protect individual rights to free speech, property, and
personal security,loT
Conversely, tribal communities wiil need to examine

their own jurisprudential traditions to

assess the
limitations on government power over individuals. For
example, Iroquois leader Oren Lyons describes the duties

of the council of

chiefs of the Onondaga Nation as
fundamentally linked to the notion that "all life is equal,"
and that human beings embody the essence of the Creator,
the ultimate life force of the universe, and are in this way
linked to all other aspects of the natural world:

You are sovereign by the fact that you exist.
And in this, the relationship demands respect
for the equality of

life.

These are the pnnciples

through which the council governs in their
sense of duty. We are a government that is
intertwined with spiritual guidance. The first
duty of the chiefs is to see that we conduct
ceremonies precisely. That is the f,rrst duty.
Only after that do we sit in council for the
welfare of our people. So you can see the
separation of spiritual, reiigious ways from

political ways does not exist within

the

structure of the Ho-de-no-sau-ne.'08

As Lyons describes the traditional govemments of
the lroquois Confederacy, they are bound to ensure that
each of their actions is "for the benefit of the seventh
generation."¡o' That is, the collective welfare of the group
is paramount, including the future generations of the
group. Both individual and collective actions are limited
by the spiritual instructions which demand respect for the
other living beings which share this earth, and for the

future generations who witl inhent this earth.rlo Thus,
unlike the Vy'estern notion of sovereignty, which is devoid
of spiritual content (and at least in the United States,
demands a complete separation between church and state)

the indigenous notion of sovereignty may be founded
upon a spiritual core that defrnes the overriding values and
content of governance.
As Lyons' account demonstrates, an indigenous
concept of sovereignty which is founded upon notions of
relationship, respect, and continuity between generations
is quite di.stinct from the Western view of the sovereign as
an entity set up to maximize the happiness and preferences
of the constitueni citizens that comprise the nation. In the
latter world, citizens are free to exercise their individual
autonomy, essentially unconstrained by any coercive
government authority, except that necessary to protect the

rights of other constituent citizens.llr So, for example,
one citizen may not assault another because to do so
would be to impair the second citizen's right to personal
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security.rl2 There is no overriding duty to respect the
second citizen, however, as demonstrated by the failure of
American law to control hate speech. l13 Nor dcles
American law seek to forge relationships between
distinctive groups that are constructive and respectful.
The concept of affirmative action, for example, has been
carefully tailored to serve as a remedial device to correct
specific instances of past injustice.rla The doctrine is not
interpreted as a means of forging constructive intergroup
relations between the dominant society and groups who
continue to suffer from exclusion and disenfranchisement

in contemporary society. I ls
This inquiry raises a further question: what is the
role of the past, of our respective histories as Indian
nations, in defining the scope and content of cultural
sovereignty in a contemporary era?

C.

THE ROLE OF HISTORY
In the context of Maori claims to land and autonomy,
Professor Pocock relates the concept of sovereignty to the
"power to constitute one's own history, on the level of
conceptualization and possession and on that of authority
and action."l'6 Pocock claims that sovereignty, in both its
legislative and political context, serves as a mode by
which a community can take command of its own history,

to take actions which shape its policies in the
presenq and even-since a great deal of history
has in fact been written this way-to declare
the shape of the historic past and process out of
which it deems itself to be issuing.rrT
The latter point responds to the notion of cultural
sovereignty as a means by which Native peoples can
constitute their own histories and identities in a manner
which, among other things, will counterbalance rhe false
images that have been presented as truth by non-Natives.
The history of America has typically been portrayed as the
story of European migration to and settlemcnt of the "New
World."r't Under this story, the United States originares

as a heroic response to Old World oppression-both
political and religious. The history of America is a white
history: Afncan, Hispanic and Native peoples play
supporting roles

in the mythology of

America's

"creation. "lle

Not

su¡prisingly,

the histories that have

been

constructed about Native people are often inaccurate and
have been used to justify the dispossession of Native
peoples fìom their lands, resources, and even their cultural
identity. Supreme Court cases routinely adopt the script
that emerges from historical accounts, depicting Indians as
nomadic savages without property rights and white settlers
as the bearers of civilization in a brave new land. For
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example, in his dissenting opinion in United States v.
Siou-x Natio¡¿, Justice Rehnquist denies thar the Sioux
people were wrongfully dispossessed from the Black
Hills, citing a passage from Morison's 1965 Oxford
Histrtry of the American People to prove that "the cultural

differences" between Indian and white people "made
conflict and brutal warfare inevitable" in the expansion of
the United States (and presumably, thar the Sioux people
also iacked the capacity to hold property nghts that might
be compensable under the 5th Amendment Takings
Clause). According to Morison's historical account:

opinion.

These stereotypes have aiso been used

to

divest

Native peoples of their political rights through the notion
of dependency, which has been used to substantiate

nevertheless Indians in race, customs, ancl
domestic government. Always living in
separate and isolated communities, adhering to

primitive modes of life, largely influenced by

and [fetishism], and chiefly
to the crude customs
inherited from their ancestors, they are
superstition

governed according

and endured tofture without flinching.r20

That such a passage could be published in a Supreme
Court justice's opinion as truth defies all logic. However,
it demonstrates that the law often replicates the same

script portrayed in American history. Indeed, this

has

been the experience of many Indian litigants attempting to

vindicate their legal rights to land and resources. The
histories written by non-Indian people to justify the

colonial conquest and dispossession of Native people
continue to provide the truth in cases where Native
testimony is perceived as biased and non-Native experts
are seen as unbiased purveyors of truth.l2l

A prime exampie of the link between legal doctrine
and the scnpt that emerges fiom American history is the
infamous "Discovery Doctrine" that undergirds Marshall's
understandin g in Johnson v. Mclntosh that Indian nations
retain a mere "right of occupancy" on their lands while the
European sovereigns perfected the balance of the fee
simple simply upon "discovery and settlement."rt' Chi"f
Justice John Marshall described Indian people as:

'fierce

savages, whose occupation was war, and
whose subsistence was drawn chiefly from the
forest. To leave them in possession of their
country, was to leave the country a wilderness;
was

impossible, because they were as brave and
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It doesn't take much effort to see the correlation
between that appraisal and Morison's portrayal of the
Lakota people's history and transient connection to the
land that provides rhe basis for Rehnquisr's dissenting

example, in United States v. Sandot,al, the Supreme Court
found that the Pueblo people were Indians fbr purposes of
federal power over their lands because, although they
were organized into settled village units and practiced
agricultural production, they were

horseback, They lived only for the day,
recognized no rights of property, robbed or
killed anyone if they thought they could get
away with it, inflicted cruelty without a qualm,

high spirited as they were fierce, and

independence.l23

federal power and control over Indian nations. For

The Plains Indians fwere organized into
unitsl of a f'ew hundred souls, which might be
seen in the course of its wanderings encamped
by a watercourse with tipis erected; or pouring
over the plain, women and children leading
dogs and packhorses with their trailing rravois,
while gaily dressed braves loped ahead on

to govern them as a distinct people,

ready to repel by arms every attempt on their

as

were

essentially

people.

a simple, uninformed and inferior
[T]hey have been regarded

and

treated by the United States as requiring special
consideration and protection, like other Indian
communities.l2a

Federal policy relied on the myrh of "cultural
inferiority" to justify the federal government's authority to
forcibly assimilate and acculturate lndian people for their
own good. Thus, until rescinded by the 1934 Indian
Reorganization Act,r25 multiple fecleral policies such as
allotment, criminalization of Native religion, forclble
removal of Native children to remote boarding schools
(where they were forbidden to speak their languages and,

in many cases, to see their relatives), were constructed to
obliterate Indian cultures and, in the process, destroy the
separate political identity of Indian people.r26
Cultural sovereignty seeks to provide a different
context for political sovereignty, one rooted in autonomy
of Native people as distinct cultural groups. Indeed, as
Mary Jo Brooks-Hunter, a Ho-Chunk scholar and jurist,
describes it, the essence of "Indian" identity is cultural
and rooted in the distinctive tribal identity of the Indian
nation.r2? It is up to the Indian nations to reclaim their

histories and traditions, and counter the pc.rvasive
influence of American history which continues to defrne
both Native American history and tradirion and tribal
jurisdictional authority.r2s Native voices are essential to
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this process.r2e For example, Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, a
Dakota scholar, has written a compelling account of the
importance of Native voices within academia, which
stresses the individual and collective responsibilities of
Native scholars.l30 "New narratives [are] required," she
says, and "Tribal . . . interests [must] be maintained."r3r

In

particular, American Indian history has been
portrayed by most scholars as a defensive response to
European colonization (the "reservation period," "removal
era," etc...), leading to a rather linear appraisal of tribal
sovereignty.l32 Thus, tribal sovereignty becomes an
account of what tribes once had, how they lost that, and
how they are striving to succeed living in a different world
than that of their Ancestors. This linear appraisal of

sovereignty has

a direct

relationship

to the "implicit

divestiture" rationale of OLiphant, Montana, and Strate.)33
The operative idea in these cases is that the "dependent"
status of the tribes (e.g. after they lost what they had and
became "dependent" on the federal government) implicitly
diminished their sovereignty. When Indian nations

attempt to construct their own reality about what they still
have, and how that relates to what they always had, they
encounter the pervasive idea that contemporary Native
people are "caught between two worlds," and a variety of
opinions about whether a return to the past existence of
tribal societies is realistic or just wishful thinking, and just
how much Indian nations can assimilate into the dominant
society's political, social, and economic structures before
they lose their tribal identity. This is the type of thìnking
that makes gaming so problematic for Indian tnbes. Many

politicians would like to portray Indian gaming as a loss
of tribal identity and a wholesale acceptance of Anglo
materialism. In that way, Indian gaming becomes a bad
thing for Indian peopie and something that the federal
government should regulate-for their own good, of
couase.

t

to

Presumably, things should be different now because

the federal policy of self-determination supports the
of enabling Indian people to
manage their own lives. However, even the selfdetermination policy accepts that the structure of tribal
self-governance is largely dictated by federal law and
paramount importance

policy, both of which continue to affirm the primary role
of the federal government and the subordinate status of
Indian nations. This fact has led some scholars to argue
that the overwhelming presence of federal bureaucracy in
the lives of Native people, exempiif,red by the BIA, is
generally the antithesis of true self-determination. Jack
Forbes, for example, comments that: "the BIA did not,
and does not now, view tribal governments as bona fide
governments but rather as a type of local extension of
federal government (very similar to a Soil Conservation
District)."r3s And Vine Deloria describes this model of
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tnbal self-governance as "a cruel fiction promulgated
during the immediate past half-century with an eye roward
improving the image of the government."'36 "Since every
aspect of tribal government must have the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior," Deloria says, "one must go back

almost until the beginning days of the republic to find a
time when self-government was a reality."r37
So what does a retum to t¡adition suggest for Indian

people? Must tribes give up the

accout¡ements of

Western society and culture? Must they be purists in their
return to a past existence untainted by the presence of

Anglo-Americans? To accept these propositions is to
accept the same type of linear thinking that makes
sovereignty so problematic for lndian people. We would
suggest a different type of thinking, one that sees past and
future generations as related to the present generation by
core elements of cultural existence which may not be
destroyed or removed. This is the essence of cultural
sovereignty, which posits that culture is the living basis
for the survival of Indian nations as distinct political and
cultural groups.

III.

GOING BACK HOME: CULTURAL
SOVEREIGNTYAS A PROCESS OF
REPATRIATION

is the most potent poÌitic:al
cultLu'al revival that is going r,,n
at this time. PoLitic:al sovereignty and cLtltural
Repatriatiott
metaphor

fttr

are inex¡icab\; l¡r¡rn¿, because
fhe ultimate goal of ¡tol.itical sovereignÍy is
sovereignry

protecting a way of life.

-W.

Ric ha rcl W e st ( Chey e nne - Arap aho )t38

The process of reclaiming history, tradition, and
cultural identity is a process of repatriation. Within this
process, culture forms a dynamic foundation for tribal
poìitical sovereignty, which depends both upon an
understanding of where we have been (e.g. how we
constitute "tradition") and where we are going (our
of those traditions to
ensure the survival of our Indian people). As Mark
Trahant writes, "Indian history didnt end in the 1800s,"
and "lndian cultures aren't some sort of museum piece that
are frozen in time, preserved under glass. They evolve,
grow, and continually try to renew themselves."r3e
Indeed, the robust notion of tradition endorsed by Deloria
and Warrior involves the idea of Native communities
reclaiming the fundamental components of cultural
existence, which we understand as tribal wisdom, land,
and cultural identity.r40 We believe that this process of
repatriation shcluld involve both the intangible and
contempora-ry interpretation and use
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tangible aspects of our existence which combine within
holistic structure to guide our collective fufures.

A.

a

S

OVEREIGNTY

In many

ways, political sovereignty for
Native peoples has become an external phenomenon that

phenomenon.

posits the overriding sovereignty of the
REPATRIATION oF

WISnou:

federal

government and the centrality of A¡nerican citizenship for

Native people.lo5 Cuitural sovereignty is an internal
Stories ere our wealth. Winter nights we tell
them over and over. Once a star fell from the
sþ, but it wasn't just any star, just as this isn't
just any ordinary place. That cedar tree marks
the ettent and the land retnembers the flash of
its dectthflight. To describe anything in winter
wltether it occurs in the pasî or the future
requires a denser Language, one thick with tlte
promise of new lambs, heavy with the weight of
corn milk.

-Joy

phenomenon: the "heañ and soul" of the Indian nation is

located within lndian people, as communities and as
individuals. As Dagmar Thorpe observes, Native
understandings of sovereignty are rooted "within the way
of life from which each of us emerges," and a cultural
understanding of sovereignty demonstrates that:

Although we might be in conflict with one
another, the right of a people to their own
existence was never questioned. We recognize
one sovereign-the Creator. He has given us a
life, and we live by the Creator's good will. If
we are to survive we must recognize and live
within His law. Our laws were created to keep

Harjo (Creek)tal

Perhaps the most intangible aspect of Native peoples'

our people within the framework of

existence is comprised within our stories. Our stories are
variously described as "oral histories," as'"oratory," and
as "myths and legends," and they assume varying degrees

Creator's

of importance to those outside the tribe. For example,
anthropologists often debate which version of a story is

Our nations are eroding because we have
ceased to recognize the sovereignty of the

more authentic, and, in court proceedings where oral
tradition is important, experts commonly testify as to the
truth and prevaience of such beliefs.ra2 But Indian people
see these stories differently.'a' Ar Joy Harjo observes,
they are the wealth of our people; they are what give life
and continuity to our existence; they are what link us with
our collective past, and our collective future. In short,

Laguna novelist Leslie Silko observes, stories are

as

the

bedrock of cultural survivai for Indian people:

remembered

and

the

of

behavior toward each other and all of creation.

Creator and have replaced it with a sovereignty
established by human beings.ra6

The concept of cultural sovereignty seeks to
revitalize and affirm the values and norms embedded
within Native belief systems. Thus, repatriating values
and norms is an important aspect of tribal cultural
survival. Because of the critical importance of this aspect
of culture, some Indian people have called for Indian
nations to exert autonomy over these stories and to
condition their use by outsiders

Through the narratives Pueblo people have for
thousands of years maintained and transmitted
their entire culture; all the strategies and beliefs
necessary to Pueblo survival are not written,

but they are

laws. They were principles

in an effort to

halt

"cultural appropriation."raT For example, Elizabeth CookLynn has commented, "the role of Indians, themselves, in
the storyteliìng of Indian America is as much a matter of

jurisdiction' as is anything else in Indian Country:
economics, the law, control of resources, property

repeated

generation after generation. Even the most
ordinary deer-hunting story is dense with

rights.

information, from stalking techniques to

"

r48

Cook-Lynn's comment speaks to the link between the
intangible aspects of culture, including our songs, stories,
and knowledge, and the tangible aspects of culture (e.g,
land and resources) which are necessary for the continued

weather forecasting and the correct rituals to be

in honor of the dead deer. the
stories and reminiscences that enliven all
Pueblo social gatherings are densely encoded
performed

survival

with expression and information. Iø

aspects

of the Indian nations. Without the intangible
culture, we risk losing the meaning and

of

significance of the tangible aspects of culture.
Native peoples'stories contain the philosophical core

of tribal

cultures, including the values and norms that
structure our moral universe. By understanding the

philosophical structure

of Native cultures, we

can

appreciate "sovereignty" as a cultural as well as a political
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Today, lndian nations are becoming increasingly
proactive about asserting control over the intangible
aspects of their cultures, which are commonly designated
as "intellectual property rights."rae Indian nations have
employed a variety of strategies to control "esoteric
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knowledge and other forms of important intellectual
property," including controls on research, assertions of
rights to cultural heritage and artistic creations, and
control of knowledge related to plants and animals.rso
The effort to halt cultural appropnation is commendable,
yet frustrating for the many tribes who have discovered
that Anglo-American intellectual property law, which
includes copyrights, trademarks, and patents, is generally
a complete mismatch for tribal interests in ensuring

series of moral duties between two groups that pledge
live in peace with one another and act in good faith.
Indian oratory is an essential component of our
struggle to interpret our treaties and reclaim our lands and
resources. As Wallace Coffey comments:

My great, great-grandfather was Ten Bears, one
of the principal chiefs at the October l g67
council at Medicine Lodge, Kansas. As he
spoke to the U.S. Commissioners he made a
statement that I want to share with you here

cultural survival.r5r Anglo-American intellectual property

law responds to commercial harm, which is seen as
providing a disincentive to the development of socially

today. He said, 'Comanches are not weak and
blind, like the pups of a dog when seven sleeps
old. They are strong and farsighted, like grown
horses.' I am a product of Indian oratory and
oral history. Indian oratory conveys the
experiences of life which to me inspires the
desire for life to go on.1s8

useful knowledge.'s2 Cultural harm, on the orher hand, is
routineÌy disregarded as being irrelevant in the arena of
intellectual property rights.r53 The concept of commercial
harm provides the basis for the lndian Arts and Crafts Act,

which pu¡portedly protects the commercial interests of
Indian artists from non-Indians who would pass off their
work as Indian art.r5a However, as Indian people have
discovered, to the extent that the harm suffered is cultural
rather than economic, Anglo-American law privileges the
"free speech" interests of individuals rather than the
cultural interests of tribes.l55
Finally, we need to acknowledge the importance of
oral tradition in shaping our own vision of political
sovereignty as something separate and apart from the
American legal system's designation of Indian tribes as
"domestic dependent nations." For example, treaty
intelpretation should be a bilateral process that depends
not only upon the English words of the treaty, but also
upon what our Ancestors intended as they made these
agreements with the united states government. The

Indian treaties that are compiled in the United

States

Archives contain promises between separate peoples that
are recorded in English words, such as the promise of the
Cherokee people in the 1785 Treaty of Hopewell ro "be
under the protection of the United States of America, and
of no other sovereign whatsoever."t56 But what does this
promise mean? The Engiish text does not contain the
words of our Ancestors as they faced the terrible choice to
cede land or lose lives. Our Ancestors' oratory tells us
about that choice. Nor does the English text tell us what
our Ancestors understood the federal government's "duty
of protection" to mean. Consequently, the trust doctrine

has become yet another formalistic exercise in legal
interpretation that gets its content from Anglo-American
cornmon law and from the federal courts'appraisal of how
duties to Indian people differ from duties to private
beneficiaries.r5i The "trust doctrine" should reflect our
Ancestors' understanding of their relationship to the
United States governmenr, including their commirment to
having their separate political existence affirmed by the
United States, and their belief that rhe rrearies eúrailed a
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Within this oratory is a legacy from our Ancestors,

a

legacy that they wanted ro transmit to the future
generations. This legacy includes the system of vaiues
which helped them cope with the change and turmoil of
that era and which continues to help us cope with the
stresses we face today. This legacy also includes
important lessons about the meaning and significance of
land and treaty nghts to our Indian people. The lands and

resources

that our Ancestors fought for were

the

foundation of Indian peoples' survival then, and they are
the foundation of our survival now.

B.

REPATRIATIoN oF LAND

I

was bom upon the prairie, where the winds
blew .free and there was nothing to break the
Light of the sun. I was born where there were

no enclosures and where everything drew a
free breath. I want to die there and not within

walls. I know every stream and every wood
between the Ric¡ Grande and the Arkansas. I
hqve hunted and Lived over that country. I
Iived like my fathers beþre me, and like them, I
Iived happily.
Bears (Yamparika

Comanche), from an
-Ten
October I867 Trean Council at Medicine

Lodge Creek.

The central and overriding aspect of traditional
epistemologies concems the relationship between Indian
people and the land. That relationship is a prominent
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feature of much of the scholarship and literature generated

by Native scholars. Laguna author Paula Gunn Allen
writes:

We are the land. More than remembered, the
Earth is the mind of the people as we are the
mind of the earth .

. It is not a means of
survival . It is rather part of our being,
dynamic, significant, real.'5e

We support the Oglala Sioux Nation or any
Indian nation that will frght for its sovereignty .
. The issue here at Wounded Knee is the
recognition of the treaties between the United
States govemment and the sovereign nations
that were here before. Sovereignty is the
freedom of a people to act and conduct affairs
of its own nation.lóó

This relationship between land and Native people

Of course, the United States' denial of treaty rights

transcends the idea of iand as a means of physical survival
or subsistence. Land also ensures the cultural survival of
Indian people as distinct groups and nations,r60

continues today. The Black Hills have yet to be
repatriated to the Sioux people. And recent federal
legislation purports to give the states control over Sioux
lands taken for the Pick-Sloane dam project in the 1930s,

For Native peoples, land is often constitutive of
cultural identity.r6r Many Indian tribes identify their
origin as distinct peopie with a particular geographic site,
such as a river, mountain, or valley, which becomes a
central feature of the group's religion and cultural world
view. The Lakota, for example, speak of the Black Hilis
as the birthplace of their people. They call the Black Hills

rather than restoring these lands to the tribes.'67 Several
bands of Sioux people have protested this legislation as a
violation of their rights under the 1868 Fort Laramie
Treaty.l6s

Nevertheless, cuìtural sovereignty as

it

relates to

"Wamaka Oghaka lcante," or "the heart of everything that
rr.r'162 As the Lakota peoples' struggle to repatriate the
Black Hills demonstrates, the treaties were as much about

land and resources, is being exercised in a number of ways
today, as Indian nations attempt to rebuild their landbases
and mitigate the devastating legacy of allotment. Many
Indian nations are acquiring lands outside the reservation

cultural sovereignty-the need to protect land and
culture-as they were about political sovereignty-the
right to enter into a political agreement with another
government. Thus, the efforts of Native peoples to

and attempting to place them in trust status.l6e Some
Indian nations are exploring ways to protect cultural
resources located off the reservation, within the
boundaries of their traditional lands.r?0 And Indian

repatriate the sacred lands that were forcibly taken from
them comprise some of the most compelling instances of
cultural sovereignty.
The various constituent bands of the Sioux Nation
reserved title to the Black Hills under the 1868 Fort
Laramie Treaty. However, the Sioux Nation has been
engaged in a legendary battle to repatriate the Black Hills
since they were taken by an 1877 Congressional Act.r63
The Sioux Nation uìtimately prevailed in its ciaim against

the United States for the illegal taking of these treatylands.le However, the Sioux people have
steadfastly refused to accept an award of monetâry
guaranteed

damages and have insisted that the Black

Hills should be

nations are litigating to preserve their treaty rights to hunt,

fish, and gather resources outside the reservation.tt' The
crucial intersection of political and cultural sovereignty is
represented by each of these efforts.

Perhaps the most compelling examples of cultural
sovereignty, however, are the cases in which Native
people actually fought for and achieved repatriation of
sacred lands. The return of Blue Lake to the Taos Pueblo
and the Native Hawaiian people's struggie to repatriate the

island

of

Kaho'olawe are important examples

of

the

exercise of Native peoples' cultural sovereignty.

In i906, Blue Lake was taken from Taos Pueblo
when President Theodore Roosevelt established the Taos

repatriated to them. This refusal to acquiesce to the
immoral conduct of the United States also precipitated the
1973 occupation of Wounded Knee by a group of Indian
activists and traditional leaders seeking to resurrect the
1868 Treaty as a iegal instrument that recognized the
Sioux Nation's sovereignty and title to their traditional

Act.r72 Blue Lake is a sacred site to the people of Taos
Pueblo and one which occupies a central place in their
cosmology. Vince Lujan, Jr., a member of Taos Pueblo,
describes the significance of Blue Lake to the Taos

lands.ló5

people:

The Oglala Sioux Nation's effort to secure
recognition for treaty rights to land and sovereignty
resonated throughout Indian Country, as Iroquois Ìeader
Oren Lyons asserted on behalf of the Six Nations of the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy:
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Forest Reserve, which ultimately became the Carson
National Forest, under the authority of the Forest Reserve

Bìue Lake is the symbol of Taos' cultural

identity. It

[ensures] the cultural
perpetuation of the Red Willow People [and] is

a

source

of physical

and religious
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sustenance . . Blue Lake .
symbolizes a
place, a ceremony, and finally a destination,

following the Trail

of Life that leads to

relì gious enlightenment.

For

I

73

years, elders from the Pueblo traveled to

Washington, D.C. to testify before Congress and ask for
Blue Lake to be returned to Taos Pueblo. The religious
leaders of the Pueblo attested to the centrality of the site

to the

continued practice

of their religion and the

obstacles they faced in practicing their religion under the
Forest Service's policies.r?a Finally, in 19'70, President

Nixon signed House Resolution 417, which
48,000 acres

of land, including BIue Lake,

restored
to Taos

Pueblo.r75, As Acoma poet Simon Ortiz comments, the
determination of the Pueblo people was "truly epic, and
their resource was the oral tradition and its mythic power
to confirm existence and continuance."lT6
Simiiarly, the island of Kahoblawe is a sacred place
for the Native Hawaiian people, who traditionally used the
island as a site where Kahuna (religious leaders or priests)
were trained to read the currents, winds, clouds, earth, and
,ky.ttt The island, which is named for the god of the
ocean, served as a navigational center for early Pacific

migrations, and

is rich in cuitural sites including

petrogìyph clusters, fishing shrines, temples, dwelling
sites, and burial sites.
The island was seized by the U.S. military in 1941 to
be used as a practice bombing target during World War II.
Although the military promised to return the island to the

Native people afier the war, President Eisenhower
subsequently issued a 1952 Executive Order indefiniteìy
appropriating the island for naval operations. The Navy
did not attempt to protect the natural or cultural resources
Instead, these resources were severely

of the island.

damaged by Naval activities, including bombing,
deforestation, and waste dumping.
The Native Hawaiian people maintained a steadfast
commitment to gain return of their sacred island. They

formed an organization called "Protecf Kahoblawe
Ohana" (PKO) to protest the bombing and to gain
repatriation of the island. The PKO filed a 1969 civil
action in federal court seeking compliance with
environmental, historic site, and religious freedom
protection laws. That litigation ìed to a 1980 Consent
Decree which provided for access to the island for
religious, cultural, educational, and scientific activities.rTs
In 1981, the entire island was included on the National

Register

of Historic

Places, although

the bombing

continued until 1990 when President Bush directed the
Secretary of Defense to discontinue use of the island for
bombing and target practice.r7e

November of 1990, Congress established the
Kahoblawe Island Conveyance Commission to identify
the terms and conditions for the return of the island to the
State of Hawaii.rs0 ln 1993 the Hawaii State legislature
established the Kahoblawe Island Reserve, consisting of
Kaho'olawe and the ocean waters extending two miles
from the island. Under state law, the Kahoblawe Island

In

Reserve is to be reserved in perpetuity for the preservation
and practice of customary and traditional Native Hawaiian
rights, including those necessary to continue their cultural,
spirituai, and subsistence practices. The law also provides

for the restoration.

preservation and protection of the
Reserve's archaeolo-eical, histoncal, and environmental
resources. The law emphasizes protecting these resources
for the benefit of Native people and fbr public educational
purposes and stnctly prohibits commercial activities in the
Reserve.

l8t

The Native Hawaiian people consider Kahoblawe a
sacred place that will be instrumental in the cultural
revitalization of the Hawaiian people. They envision the
island as ultimately housing "a cultural leaming center
where traditional cultural and spiritual customs, beliefs,
and practices of the Hawaiian people can be freely
practiced and flourish."r82 The Native Hawaiian people
say: "E Kahoblawe, E hobmalamalama hou ana ka mauli
ola Kohemalamalama," which means "Kahoblawe, the

Native Hawaiian lifestyle will again shine forth and
flounsh at Kohemalamalama." Thus, the repatriation of
this sacred place has provided the foundation for a
renewal of Native Hawaiian cultural identity.

C.

RnpernHrroN oF CULTURAL IDENTITy

The intersection of modern and historic identity is a
critical issue for contemporary Native American people.ts3
For example, Edward Halealoha Ayau, a Native Hawaiian
Ieader, has described the link between repatriation efforts

under the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) and the sovereignry
movement among Native Hawaiian people.lto Ayau
claims that cultural restoration is an essential prerequisite

for political restoration, and he sees proper care of the
ancestors as a critical part of the process of cultural
restoration.lss According to Ayau, the future survival of
Native Hawaiian people entails their commitment to the
values of the past represented by their Ancestors:

The interrelationship between living [Native
I{awaiians] and their ancestors continues.
When the ancestors are free of the burdens of
disturbance and removal to far-away lands,
living [Native Hawaiians] will be free of the
burdens of foreign intervention in their
sovereignty. Restoring the ancestral foundation
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through repatriation and reinterment will
spiritually clea¡ the path to restoration of Ka
Lahui Hawai'i (the Hawaiian Nation).

r8ó

Of course, the tangible repatriation of Native culture
represented by the return of ancestral remains and cultural

objects is only one aspect of cultural restoration.
Restoration of language, spirituality, and Native
educationaì systems are other components of the
repatriation of culture.
Notably, repatriation of culture is a process that must
initially take place within the tribal community itself.
While certain federal statutes pu{port to protect aspects of
Native culture-e.g. NAGPRA,Ts? the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act,188 the Peyote Actr8e-the process
is set up in such a way that Native people are forced to
defend their cuitural rights using the technical language of
the statutes. Thus, for example, under NAGPRA it is up

to the Indian tnbe requesting repatriation of human
remains to show the requisite degree of "cultural
affiliation."reo On the opposite side, archaeologists

Despite these devastating policres, many Native
people fought to keep their languages and religions alive
and went underground to preserve the essential core of
their cultures. However, the cumulative effect of these
successive policies has been devastating. Some tribal
languages have been lost altogether, and others are in
jeopardy due to the very limited number of fluent
speakers, who are often the most elderìy members of the
tnbe. Tribal colleges have been instrumental in efforts to
revive Native languages and ensure the survival of tribal

cultures. Indeed, the links between language, cuiture,
spirituality, and education are increasingly apparent
through the innovative curriculums being established by
tribal colleges and secondary schools.
As many participants in tribal language restoration
projects have discovered, Native languages constitute an
important repository of knowledge about tribal concepts
of spirituaìity, values, and philosophy.'e5 By acquiring
this foundation, Indian people are able to regain their
identity, which helps overcome the negative legacy of
colonialism and promotes healing. As Mistaken Chief

contest the level of proof, arguing that study of Native
peoples' remains is necessary to serve the dominant
society's quest for knowledge.let This adversarial process
over cuirural rights indicates a fundamental disconnect
between Native and non-Native perceptions of culture.
For non-Native people, culture is an abstract concept,
something that can be easiiy separated from the physical
existence of contemporary populations. Non-Indians
typically believe that legal rights to aspects of culture

comments:

must stem from some independent source to be valid, such

Many tribal ieaders agree that language preservation
is essential to the continued existence of the tribe as a
distinctive cultural group. Tom Peters, an Anishnabe and
graduate of the Nishnaabemowin Language Instluctor's
Institute at Bay Mills Community College, comments that
the elders reinforced that perspective by saying "those
who cannot speak their own language are only people
whose ancestors were Anishnabe; they are no longer

as proof

of genetic descendency. For Native

people,

culture is an inseparable aspect of their daily existence,
and it is an affront to be forced to justify cultural rights
under the formalistic legal standards set up to privilege
other values. As Wallace Coffey commented at a 7997
NAGPRA compliance workshop, "[w]ho has the right to
address culture unless you can live it, feel it, breathe it and
find comfort in its daily experiences."le2
Pivotal to Native peoples' efforts to reclaim their
culture are their current efforts at language and spiritual
restoration and their dedication to establishing tribal
educational systems that are responsive to traditional
values. All of these efforts are inextricably connected and

in order for Blackfoot (sic) people to heal
ourselves, we must return to who we are as
Niitsitapi. We must regain our i<lentity so that
we can truly choose what direction to take in
our personal lives, whether it is mainstream or
Niitsitapi.re6

Ie7

Anishnabe themselves."
Because of the tremendous significance of language
to cultural survival, Native people often refer to language
as being sacred. For example, Acoma poet Simon Ortiz
speaks ofhis language, "Aaquumeh hano," as:

respond to the brutal history of "cultural genocide"
incuicated by a series of federai policies in the late

imbued with a sacred and mythic power that
embraces everything of spintual and human

nineteenth century and early twentieth century designed to
prohibit the practice of Native religion and discourage the
perpetuation of Native languages.re3 Indeed, federal

conveyed

policymakers realized that by removing Native language
and religion, the cultural core of the tribe would
di si n tegrate, ens urin

g effecti ve assimilation.

I

ea

importance. Our culture, our identity, is
by language, by oral tradition. It
carries the knowledge of creation and
existence. It is the way we perceive and
express the meaning of our lives, the way we
know ourselves as a strong and enduring
people. And for this reason, it is sacred.res
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individuals (in direct opposition to the noms of AngloAccording to Tom Peters, language is a sacred gift
because it is the first step to recovering culture: "It's
authentic culture because the Native perspective is not
taken out of it."lee Marvin Weatherwax elaborates with an
example from the Blackfeet language. In English, a
person might say "Would you give me a glass of water?"
In BlacKeet, the same request translates as "Would you
please take me to the water?" The difference between
"give" and "take" is not merely semantic; it has an entirely

different spiritual connotation and indicates a clear
cultural divide. According to Weatherwax, the ìoss of
language is the loss of culture: "I cannot teach you culture.
Culture is something you have to live. Through lan-euage
we can give a part of the culture that can be lived."200
Native educators stress that language acquisition,

like spirituality,

depends upon traditional methods of
learning. For example, Richard Littlebear, a member of
the Northern Cheyenne Nation, contrasts the AngloAmerican model of teaching English in schools through

written text and rigid rules, with the tnbal model of
teaching language, which depends upon a kinship and
family structure and oral language acquisition. Littlebear
advocates new models of language preservation that
encompass the cultural and spintual dimensions of
Ianguage with the practical circumstances of life in

contemporily

tri

bal communities.20l

The "fit" of religion with traditional Native

American society).

Spirituality is, of course, fundamentally linked to
organized religion, although the two are not coextensive.
Some tribal members, who reside off-reservation, have
had difflculty in maintaining the appropriare ties to justify
their full participation in traditional tribal religions.to6 For
example, to practice the traditional religions of the Hopi
and Pueblo peoples requires participants to join religious
societies and observe a demanding caÌendar of events that

is often feasible only for residents.

However, on

reservations across the country, increasing numbers of
Indian people attend traditional ceremonies such as the
Sundance and Sweatlodge. Even if they are not able to be
full participants, the spiritual and cultural benefits of the
ceremonies may be available to those tribal members who
attend.

Many Indian people are also members of the Native
American Church. which some scholars have described as
a "pan-Indian" religion premised upon common moral
precepts and the use of peyote as a sacrament.20? The
ritual use of peyote is long-standing for many Indian
nations, such as the Comanche and Kiowa, and is a more

recent innovation f'or others, such as the Navajo.
Nonetheless, each Indian nation has adapted the central

form of the religion to its own particular structure,
although the commonalities provide an incentive to
practitioners to attend prayer meetings conducted by other

well.

The Native American church is often
amenabìe to practice by tribal members who reside ofï-

conceptions

of spirituality is also the subject of a vivid
and ongoing discourse within tribal communities. As

tribes as

Oren Lyons notes, spirituality permeates traditional Native
governance structures and provides moral boundaries for

reservation, since prayer meetings are conducted by many
different people and are held in a variety of locations.

the exercise of govemmental powers.2o' Unlike the
dominant society, tribal communities regularly employ
prayer at public events and governmental functions in
order to ensure the appropriate respect and help promote a
good outcome. Concepts of spirituqlity also u¡ite Indian

people within tribal communities and throughout lndian
Country in the form of intertribal celebrations such as the

pow-wow. Pow-wows are social events, but they maintain
a structure and essence which reflect the spirituality of
Native people.2o3

Spirituality encompasses several important functions

for tribal communities.2oa Native educators agree that
spintuality "has been the cornerstone of our survival
through generations of adversity and oppression."los On
one level, it is perhaps the most comprehensive repository
of mutually shared cultural values and norms, such as
reciprocity, generosity, sharing, respect, and appreciation.
On another level, it is what draws groups together as a
community with a sense of common purpose that places

the welfare of tlie group above the self-interest of
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These movements point

to the

importance of

maintaining cultural integrity in the lives of lndian people.
Cultural integrity is possible when language, spirituality,
and traditional forms of education are employed to bring
Indian people together as culturally distinct communities.
As Waliace Coffey observes, Indian people have always
believed that the education of an lndian child starts at
birth. The idea of "K-12 education" is a feature of Anglo
societies that does not f,it with tribal norms. Traditional
Native educational systems were structured around the
idea that all members of the community should participate
in the process. Every member of the community was
expected to contribute to the well-being of the community.
From the elders to the young children, everyone had an
obligation or responsibility.
These teachings are the building blocks of our

collective future. The rernaining task is to structure our
institutions to combine traditional ways of thinking with
contemporary chalìen-ees and to develop strategies to meeI
current as well as future needs of tribal communities.
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IV.

CONCLUSION: THE COLLECTIVE FUTURE
OF INDIAN NATIONS

If our struggle is anytÌting, it is a ,stuggLe for
sovereignty, and if sovereignty is anything, it is
a way of Life. That way of life is not a mauer of

defining a poLitical ideologl, or having a
detached discussion about the unifying
structures and essences of American Indian
traditions. It is a decision-a decision we
make in our minds, in our hearts, and in our
bodies-to be sovereign and to find out what
that means in the process.

be part of our contemporary existence as sovereign
nations. However, as the Supreme Court's recent
decisions demonstrate, it is up to us as Native people to
reclaim our sovereignty, in both its political and cultural
sense. As Dagmar Thorpe writes:

If we permit our existence to be solely defined
by Euro-American law, we give the United
States the power to define who we are and who

we are not. If we follow the original
instructions given to our people, then no one
has the right to seize, define, or diminish the
sovereignty

of our people

because this

sovereignty comes from a higher power.

-Robert

Allen Warrior

(Osage)2oB

As Warrior suggests, it is time to reconceptualize
Native sovereignty from a model that treats sovereignty as
a strategy to maintain culture to a model that analyzes
culture as a living context and foundation for the exercise
of group autonomy and the survival of Indian nations.
Cultural sovereignty is the bedrock of Native peoples'
self-determination. We cant deny our history, including

European colonization and the accompanying
dispossession of Native lands, cultures, and resources,
both tangible and intangible. But we can and must resist
the dispossession of Native political autonomy because it
is linked to a more profound and insidious phenomenon.
The legacy of colonialism is a dependence that is both
physical and psychological. In the physical sense, Indian
nations were rendered dependent upon the United States
government for their very survival when their lands and
resources were appropriated, and they were stripped of
their full sovereign independence by U.S. military power.

Many Indian nations still have a significant economic
dependence upon the United States government which
complicates their efforts ro achieve true selfdetermination.

However, the brutaì Indian Wars of the nineteenthcentury also engendered a psychological dependency
which is both profound and insidious. Our continued
acceptance of the idea thar Native peoples' legal rights
depend upon recognition by the very government that has
attempted to divest Indian nations of their sovereignty
exemplifìes a psychological mode of dependence in which

Indian peopìes' reality is contingent upon that of the
exterior society, Federal Indian law is premised on the
rhetoric of conquest and assimilation.20e The rhetoric of
conquest speaks to the annihilation of sovereignty, but the
rhetoric of assimilation (vividly represented by the image
of the "vanishing Redman" that characterizes cinema
westerns), speaks to the annihilation of culture. Conquest
and assimilation are part of our history, but they need not
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follow the

If

we

Euro-American definition, we

submit to the will of a govemment which was

conceived with the intention

to destrov our

ways of life.?ro

Admittedly, achieving cultural sovereignty poses a
significant challenge for Indian nations. It requires a
change in our thinking and perhaps also a change in our
priorities. Our focus in the future must be on nationbuilding, on institutional development that starts within
tribal communities, builds upon our traditional forms of
governance, and responds to the contemporary needs of

our communities.2l' Sam Deloria, Director of
American Indian Law Center and

a

member

of

the
the

Standing Rock Sioux Tnbe, emphasizes the need for
tribes to assume greater agency over their futures and
explains the significant chailenges imposed by rhat
responsibility:

If

we are going to talk about our cultures and
their survival, let's really mean it. Let's put
some practical importance into dealing with the

problems that we have with our families and
communities and children. For we are creating
institutions. indian tribes are engaged in some
of the most delicate and complicated creative
work that is being done in this world right
now-trying to adapt social and political

institutions

to the needs of their

own

communities, questioning what to change and
what to preserve. The only thing that's going to
humanize those institutions is us, ourselves,
setting down our own standards and insisting
on them.2l2

This process can be assisted by federaì law to some
extent, but the reâl work remains to be done by tribal
communities themselves. For example, the "repatriation"
of Indian children to their tribes through the Indian Chiid
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Welfare Act is only the beginning of the process of
reclaiming our Indian people. Our children must receive
an education that supports their unique identity as Indian

' Th.

Marshall Trilogy consists of Johnson v. Mclntosh,

21

U.S. (8 Wheat.) 543 (1823) (holding that the Indian nations

people and counters the mythologies that are perpetuated

could not transfer absolute title to their lands to an individual
purchaser because, upon discovery and settlement, the European

about Indian people through the dominant

sovereigns perfected the

society's

educational institutions.2r3 Those methods of education
have contributed to the profound sense of cultural loss,
dislocation, and hopelessness that results in high drop-out
rates, substance abuse rates, and suicide rates among our

young people.zto As the efforts of the tribal colleges
demonstrate, tribal control over the education of children
is vital to realizing the cultural context that gives strength
to Indian people as members of communities which have
endured over many generations,

The tribal courts will also play a fundamentally
important role in this process. Tribal courts are uniquely
situated to incorporate tribal custom and tradition into the
law and to make that important body of law accessible to
community members and to outsiders as well.2r5 In
domestic relations cases, for example, the tribal courts are
weil situated to determine when the best interests of the
child dictate removal from the parents'home, and where
the child will be best cared for. However, this places a

significant responsibility upon the courts to navigate the

jurisdictional challenges posed by

off-reservation
migration and marital unions with nonmembers, as well as

a commitment to

expend the appropriate resources to

ensure adequate support services.

The concept of cultural sovereignty encompasses the

spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical aspects of our
lives. Because of this, only Native people can decide
what the ultimate contours of Native sovereignty wili
be.2r6 The many comments from Native people within
this essay are only the beginning of the dialogue that we
must all engage in about the nature of our sovereignty

as

Indian nations. Native people within this country
represent a diversity of cultures, governments, religions,
and traditions. However, we all face a central chailenge:

The most significant

challenge of our
generation is to safeguard what iittle remains.
The answer to the question of what sovereignty
means is deeply rooted in our cultural identity
and our traditional spintual values. Indian men
and women are continuing to learn the lessons

of our culture.

Cultural sovereignty

is

a

title to these lands and the Indian

nations retained only a "right of occupancy"); Cherokee Nation
v. Georgia,30 U.S. (5 Pet.) I (1831) (holding that the Cherokee

Nation was not a "foreign state" for purposes of the
constitutional provision authorizing the Supreme Court to
exercise jurisdiction over controversies between a foreign state
and describing the Cherokee Nation as a "domestic dependent

nation"); and Worcester v. Georgia,31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1832)
(holding that the state of Georgia could not apply its läws to a
non-lndian individual residing within the boundaries of the
Che¡okee Nation under the authorization of the United States
and with the permission of the Cherokee Nation).

'
3
o

Sæ Cherokee Nation, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.), at 17.
Worcester, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) at 561.

CoNst. art. I g 8.

t

S"u generall¡, VINE DELoRIA, JR. eNo CI-lrroRn Lyrrue,
ArønnrcnN INnleNs, AMERTCAN JusïcE 8-10 (1983). As
Professors Deloria and Lyttle note, under the allotment poticy,
Indian landholdings were reduced from 138 million acres in
1887 to 48 million in 1934 when the Indian Reorganization Act
was passed ending the allotment poltcy. Id. at 10. [hereinafter
Deloria & Lyrtle)

u Th.

"fee simple" ownership of land designates the "bundle
of rights" that individuals own under Anglo-American law,
which is markedly different than the collective rights of Indian
nations to land under their traditional systems,

5", Solem v. Bartlett,465 U.S. 463,468 (1984) (noting that
at the turn of the century, "Congress did not concern itself with

'

the effect of the surplus land Acts on reservation boundaries"
because of the prevailing assumption that "Indian reservations
were a thing of the past" and that Indian people would soon
assimilate into the "traditional American society.").

8

In addition to putting a formal end to the allotment policy,

the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 "enabled tribes to
organize for their common welfare and to adopt federally

renaissance for Indian nations: the flowering of
life, the beginnings of wisdom, and, in turn,

exe¡cise

of tribal

reverence for spiritual strength.2lT

Deloria

& Lyttle, supra note 5 at

approved constitutions and bylaws," thus promoting the first real

governmental authority

in the modern era.

12-15,

14. The

determination policy assumed prominence in the 1960s

We owe our children nothing less.
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self--

and

became the basis for an imponant policy statement by President
Nixon in 1970. Id. at 21-24. The self-determination policy
rejected the Termination policy of the 1950s, which sou-sht to
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end the federal government',s trust relationship to Indian nations,

with the thought that they would assimilate ìnto the
citizenry of the Unired States. 1d. ar l5-21

general

.

e

412 U.S. 481, 504 (1973) (holding rhat Klamath River
Reservation in California was not terminated by an 1892
Allotment Act because Congress did not use "clear termination"
language in the Act, and the Court refused to "infer an intent to
terminate the reservation. ").

r0

t'

For example, the Court explicitly rejected the notion thar
Lone Wof's political quesrion docrrine was a barrier to its
review of an equal protection challenge to congressronal
legislation in Delaware Tribal Bus. Comm. v. l/¿¿ks, 430 U.S.
73,84 (1977).

2s 435 U.S.
l9l, 208 (cìescribing Indian nations as retarning
"elements of 'quasi-sovereign authority,"' yer holding thar the
tribes ¿ue "prohibited f¡om exercising both those powers of
autonomous srates that are expressly terminated by congress

See, e.g., Solem,465 U.S. at 470-471.

and those powers
(I

Id. ut

470-7 i

u.s. 329

522

'

inconsistent

with their

.status' . ")

978)lemphasis added).

.

26 Id. at

t2 5lou.s.3ggfigg4).

"

"

( 1998).

t4 In both cases, the Supreme

211. The Court reached rhis decision despite the fact

that the lndian Civil Rights Act provides an express habeas
remedy in federal court for "any person" who believes that the
tribe has unlawtully detained him. See 25 U.S.C. $ 1303.
Needless to say, Oliphant has had a devasrating impact on
Court held that the reservation

boundaries were diminished by allotment, and thus, some
parcels of non-lndian fee land are now within state territorial
jurisdiction rather rhan the federal-tribal jurisdiction rhat
governs reservation lands. In Hagen v. Utah, thts meant that the
Indian def'endant'.s crime fell under state jurisdiction, rather than
federal-tribal jurisdiction. Id. at 970-71. In South Dakota v.
Yankton SiouxTribe, it meant that more lenient state regulations
governed a landfill that posed a risk to tribal residents rather
than the more stringent federal environmental regulations. /d. at

reservation law enforcement. Today, non-Indians remain free to

commit domestic violence and other "misdemeanors" against

Indians

on the

reservation without signifìcant fear of

prosecution. The states are precluded from prosecuting such
crimes in all states except those subject to P.L. 280, and the U.S.
Attorney's off,rce simply lacks the resources to prosecute these
misdemeanors. Even major crimes on the reservation are
difficult to prosecute due to the burdens imposed by distance
and lack ol adequate personnel available to collect and preserve
evidence.

329-331.

27 450 u.s.544

" Sæ Cuanlrs F. WllruNsoN, ANrenlcAN INole¡ls, TIME, AND
r-rß LAw 24 (1987).
ró

109

u.s. 556 (1883)

(holding that jurisdiction over the

murder of one Indian by another rested in the tribe rather than
the federal government).

"

163 u.s. 376 (1896) (holding that Indian tribes were not
constitutionally required to provide a Fifih Amendment grand
jury proceeding).

t8
l9

Id. at 384.
118 U.S. 37s (1886).

28 Id. at

566.

2e It|. at

564.

(1981).

t' kt.

The Court described Otiphant as acknowledging a
general proposition that "the inherent sovereign powers of an
Indian tribe do not extend to the activities of nonmembers of the
trtbe." Id. at 565. However, the Court's decision in Monrana
was clearly focused on the question of tribal authority over nonIndian owned fee lands, since these a¡e lands over which the
tribe has arguably lost its treaty right to exclude and which
would justify its ri-ehr to condition or regulate behavior. 1d. at
559. Without the "right to exclude," the analysis hinges on the
Tribe's inherent sovereign right

2t

23

to condition the terms of

187 U.S.553 (1903).

nonmember behavior on fee lands within the reservation.

WtLzuNso¡.1, sLtprlt nole 15, at24.
187 U.S. at 564, 568.

" Id. ut 564-66. The Court said that "Indian tribes retain
inherent sovereign power to exercise some forms of civil
jurisdiction over non-Indians on their reservations, even on non-

Id. at 568.

Indian fee Iands." Under the hrst exception, "a tribe may
regulate, through taxation, licensing, or other means, the
activities of non-members who enter consensual relationships
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with the tribe or its members, through commercial

dealing,

contracts, leases, or other anangements." Under the second, "a
tribe [retains] inherent power to exercise civil authority over the

conduct of non-Indians on fee iands within its reservation that
conduct threatens or has some direct effect on the political
integrity, the economic security, or the health or welfare of the
tlbe." Id. at 565-66.

32

520

33

u.s.

438

could bring her cause of action in state court. An argument for
"concurrent jurisdiction" djd not support the tribe's position lhat
its interests in self-government necessitated jurisdiction, nor did
its interest in trafÏc safety within the reservation meet the test.
The inference here is that the tribe would have to have some
exclusive interest in order to meet this prong of the test. /¿C. at
451

3'7

(lgg't).

e.g., Bugenig v. Hoopa Valley Tribe, 229 F.3d 1210
(9th Cir. 2000), reh'g granted en banc,2001 U.S. App. LEXIS
2915 (9th Cir, Feb. 21, 2001) (holding that Hoopa Valley Tribe
does not have authority to regulate timber harvest on non-Indian
owned fee land within the reservation located within a "buffer
See,

, 459.
Id. at 459 (citations omitted)(emphasis added).

38 Personal conversation between Professor Tsosie

and

Professor Williams (October 10, 1997).

39 This problem is illustrated by

Congress's attempt to correct

zone" designated by the tribe as necessary for preservation of a
protected cultural site); Atkinson Trading Co. v. Shirley, 210
F.3d 124'7 (10th Cir. 2000), cert. granted,l2l S.Ct. 562 (2000)
(upholding Navajo Nation's jurisdiction to apply its occupancy

the Supreme Court by amending the Indian Civil Rights Act to
assert that tribes have inherent sovereign authority to exercise
criminal jurisdictìon over all Indians, whether they are tribal
members or not. In Duro v. Reina,495 U.S. 676 (1990), the
Court drew on OLiphant to find that Indian nations had also

tax to non-Indian owned hotel on fee land within

been implicitìy divested

the

of

their jurisdiction

to

prosecute

reservation); Nevada v. Hicks, 196 F.3d 1020 (gth Cir. 1999),
cert. granted, 121 S.Ct. 296 (2000) (upholding jurisdiction of
Fallon Paiute-shoshone Tribal court over claim by tribal

nonmember Indians for cúmes committed on the reservation.
The Court's analysis f'ocused on the liberty interests of such
defendants, who are now equal citizens with non-lndians, and

member against state law enforcement officers for alleged
tortious conduct and civil rights violations arising on trust
allotment owned by tribal member within reservation); Big Horn
Elec. Coop. v, Adams, 219 F.3d 944 (gfh Cir. 2000) (holding
that Crow Tribe did not have jurisdiction to tax electric
company on value of its utility right of way running through
reservation); Montana Dep't of Transp. v. King, 191 F.3d t 108
(9th Cir. 1999) (holding that Fort Belknap Indian Community

the dangers of imposing a "foreign" system of justice on any
nonmember. Congress enacted legislation in 1991 that
legislatively ovemsled Duro and confìrmed the inherent
sovereign power of Indian nations to exercise criminal

had no jurisdiction to reguiate the state of

Montana's

employment practices in performing construction work on state
highway right of way crossing the reservation).

34

520 U.S. at 442-43. The plaintiff i n SÍrate was a widow of a
tribal membe¡, whose children were enrolled members residing
on the reservation. The defendant worked for an employer who
had a contract to do work on the reservation.

3s ItJ. at453. Notably, in orcler to apply lhe Montana test, the
Court also had to find that the highway right-of-way was the
"equivalent" of non-lndian fee land because the tribe had
consented the grant to the state without "reserving a gatekeeping
right" and had thus given up its "right to exclude." Id. at 454.

36 Id. at 456-58. In the Court's estimation, the hrst exception
was not met because the plaintiff was not a party to the contract
between defendant's employer and the tribe, and because the

tribe was not in any way a party to the accident. The accident
did not arise from a "consensual" relationship; as, for example, a
contract dispute between a nonmember and a tribal member
might. The second exception was not met because the plaintiff

2t2

jurisdiction over

all Indians committing

crimes

on

the

reservation. S¿e 25 U.S.C. {i 1301(4). Today, the federal courts

struggle over whether the "Duro fix" was an affirmation of
inherent sovereignty or a delegation of fede¡al sovereignty, a
distinction that raises a number of issues, including the
respective constitutional authority of Congress and the federal
courts, and the specter of double jeopardy in concurrent
federal/tribal prosecutions. See, e.9., United States v.

Weaselhead, 156 F.3d 818 (8th Cir. 1998) (double jeopardy
clause ba¡red federal court prosecution of Indian defendant after
his earlier conviction by tribe of which he was not a member).
Subsequently, an en banc opinion of the 8th Circuit vacated this
opinion and reinstated the district court's order rejecting

defendant's double jeopardy argument. United States v.
Weaselhead, 165 F.3d 1209 (8th Cir, 1999Xen banc), cen.
denied,528 U.S. 829 (1999).

40 It is clear that the federal government possesses authority to
regulate commerce with Indian tribes under the Commerce
Clause of the Constitution. U.S. CoNsr. art. I $ 8. Federal
authority over Indian nations is routinely characterized as a
"plenary" power.

.See

generalh,, Nell Jessup Newton, Federal

Power over Indians; lts Sources, Scope, and Limitations, 132U.
Pa. L, Rev. 195, 199 (1984) (commenting that the "mystique of
plenary power has pervaded federal regulation of Indian affiirs
from the beginning"). However, schola¡s continue to debate the
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exact origins nature and scope of this authority. See, e.g.,
Robert A. Williams, Jr., T'he ALgehra of Federat l¡ttlian Lttw:
The Hard Trail o.f Decolonizittg and Atnericanizing the Whire
Man's Indian Jurisprudence, 198ó Wis. L. Rev. 219 (criticizing

the plenary power doctrine as a racist <ioctrine that has been
used by Congress and the federal courts to justify the unilareral
abrogation of tribal treaty and property rights and to <ieny Indian

people fundamental human rights); Robert Laurence, Leonting

to Live with the Plennry Power of

Congre,ss

over the Ind.iatl

Nations: An Essay in Reaction to Profes.ror WiLLiams'Algebra,
30 Ariz. L. Rev.413 (1983) (ar.guing rhar rhe plenary power
doctrine should be interpreted in accordance with tribal
sovereignty to legitimate the exercise of fibal aurhoriry subject
to appropriate federal limitations).

4t

The "trust doctline" is used to describe the relationship
between the United States govemment and lnclian natjons, Se¿
generally Mary Christina Wood, Inclian Innd and the promise
oJ'Native SovereignD': The Trusr Doctrine Revisiterl, 1994 Utah
L. Rev. 1471; Protecting the Attibutes of Ncttive Sovereignry-; A

New Trusr Paradigm .for Federal Actiotts Involving Tribctl
Lands and Resources,1995 Utah L. Rev. 109. At its best, the
doctrine describes a bilateral relationship between Indian
Nations as "domestic" sovereigns which placed themselves
under the protection of a stronger sovereign, the United States.
See, e.9., Cherokee Narion v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 pet.) 1, l7

(1831). At its worst, ir

represents the "guardian-ward',
relationship that has been used by the federal courts to justify
substantial exercises of federal authority over Indian affairs thar
go beyond the explicit commerce clause aurhority delineated in
the Constitution, such as the Major Crimes Act and the Dawes
Allotment Act. See, e.g., United States v. Kagama, 1lg U.S.
375 (1886); Lone Wolf v. Hirchcock, t87 U.S. 553 (1903). In
addition, the federal government holds land and resources in
trust for Indian nations and, in some cases, for individual
Indians. In that respect, the trust doctrine provides a basis for
ciaims by Indian Nations against the federal government for
mismanagement of trust resources. See, e.g., Seminole Nation
v. United Srates, 3ló U.S. 286 (1942) (federal governmenr
breached fiduciary duty to Seminole Nation by paying treary
annuities directly to tribal treasurer, who misappropriated funds,
rather than to tribal members as called for by the Treaty); Cobell
v. Babbitt,9l F. Supp.2d 1 (D.D.C. 1999) (class acrion suir by

4s For general
a
description of the termination policy and its
devastating impacr on Indian tribes, see Deloria & Lyttle, supra
note 5, at l5-21.

46 Notably,
rhe rerminarion policy was instituted over
objections

analogized Terminarion to many orher genocidal policies of the
United States toward Indian people and counseled Con_sress to

instead adopt a policy promoting "development of rhe Indian
reservations for Indians and development of Inclians as human
beings with a persohality and a soul and dreams for a bright
future." Se¿ Testimony of Earl OId Person against proposed
Congressional legislation, in Wayne Moquin and Charles Van
Doren (eds.), Gne¡,r Docul¿ENTs rN AMERIcAN INuaru HlsroRy
3st-54 (\9'73).

41
18

522 u,s.520 (1998).
528

u.s.

less "restrictive" system of Native land ownership, which
effectively "ended fèderal superintendence" over the Tribes'
land.s. Venetie, U.S. at 533-34.

so Id. at 534.

sl

So, for example, the Court suggests rhat rhe Native Village
of Venetie could incorporate as a municipality under state law

and exercise some level of governance authority

over

contractors. See itl. at 532-33.

52 528 U.S. ar
517. Ironically, the 15rh Amendmenr was
designed ro prorect the rights of racial minorities, specifically
African-Americans, from voting restrictions intended to limit the
franchise to the dominanr white majority. The plaintifï în Rice
was a white male and the voting restrictions, apparently, were
intended to provide some measure of protection to Natjve
Hawaiian people, who have been continually dispossessed of
their rights by the political majority in Hawaii. See id. 499,5j114.

42 1 l8 U.S. 375,
383-84 (l 886)

51

òanta Ulara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U,S. 49, 56 (1978)

Indian

Country, the Court infèned this result based upon the statute's
purpose in revoking existing Indian reservations and creating a

53 4r7
u.s.

43

4g5 (zooo),

4e Although
ANCSA did not explicitly rerminare

individual beneficiaries of Individual Indian Monev Accounrs
lor mismanager¡ent of accounts).
(emphasis added).

the

of Native leaders such as Earl OId person, who

535 (1g74).

528 u.S. ar 518-20.

55 Id. at 512,521-24.

(emphasis added).

*

56 Id. at
435 U.S. 313, 323

(Igi8)
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506.

s7 Id. at 520. This "equal
status"

as citizens promotes an even

¿1J
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more damaging concurring opinion by Justices Breyer and
Souter, finding that, despite the series of federal and state
statuf.es recognizing Native Hawaiians as entitled to special
benehts as Native peoples, there is no "trust" for Native
Hawaiians and that OHA's electorate does not even "resemble"
an Indian Tribe. Unde¡ this view, Native Hawaiians are not
recognized as having any separate group political identity. 1d, at
52s-26.

58 Jov

H.¡,n:o

&

SrEpsgN SrRolø, Secners FRoM rHE CsNrsn

books and edited volumes, including Behind the Trail of Broken
Treaties: An Indian Declaration of Independence (1974), Custer

Died for Your Sins: An lndian Manifesto (1969), God Is Red
(f,rrst published in 1973, with an updated second eclition in
1992), We Talk, You Listen: New Tribes, New Turf (1970), and
Of Utmost Good Faith (1971). John Joseph Mathews authored
several books, including The Osages; Children of the Middle
Waters (1961), TaLking to the Moon: WildLife Adventures on Íhe
Plains and Prairies of Osage Country- (1945), and Wah'KonTah: The Osage and the White Man's Road ( 1932). All of these

works are cited in Warrior's comprehensive bibliography and

or rHe Wonlo 52 ( 1989).

form the basis for his detailed and insightful analysis.
59

See, e.g., Employment

of

Oregon

Division, Dept. of Human Resources

v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872

(

1990) (upholding

government's right to enact a "neutral" ban on use ofpeyote and

65

Vy'ARRIoR,

ability to deny unemployment benefits to Native
Amedcans who use peyote as sacrament in Native American

66 Id. at 88.

Church); Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Assh,
485 U.S. 439 (1988) (refusing to find any abridgment of Native
peoples' free exercise nghts by government's decision to
construct a road through a sacred area even though this would
preclude Native people from practicing their religìon).

Id. at 92.

óe M. at 89.

60 w.C. VnNoenwERrH, IN¡lnu OneroRv 230 (lg7 I).

10 Id. at9l.

ór

7I

state's

Wallace Coffey, lecture, ASU College of Law (January 27,
2000) (on file with author).

62 The Six Nations of the Iroquois

Confederacy, for example,
the
Great
Law
Peace
and
ultimately developed a
constructed
of

written Constitution to guide their political relationship. See
generaLly WILLTAM N. FENToN, Ts¡ GRE,qt LAw AND THE
LONGHOUSE: A POLITICAL HISToRY OF THE IROQUOIS
CoNFEDERAcv (1998). The "Constitution of the Iroquois
Federation," was developed by the original Five Nations who

68 Id. at92.

"Ì2

Id.

Id. at 1ol.

73 Sovereignty is a highly contested and ambiguous

theoretical

concept and this portion of the article merely highli,ehts certain
aspects of that debate for purposes of its discussion of "cultural

sovereignty" for Native peoples,

74 See, e.g., F¡nN¡.Noo R. TESoN, A PHrt-osopHy

oF

Confederacy. "Constitution of the Iroquois
Federation," ln Wayne Moquin and Cha¡les Van Doren (eds.),
Gnr¡r DocuvENrs rN Avenlc¡.x INor¡N HrsroRy 20-26 (1973).

law and relations and that state sovereignty is the basis upon

Robert Porter, a Seneca legal scholar, has written several pieces

which international ìaw properly rests).

formed

the

6'7

supra note64, at 88.

on the contemporary importance of Iroquois law and
sovereignty. See, e.g., Robert Porter, Builditrg a New
LonghoLtse: The Case for Covernment Reform w,ithin the Six
Natiotts of the Haudenosaunee,46 Buff. L. Rev. 805 (1998);
DecoLonizing Indigenous Governance: Obseruatir¡ns on
Restoring, Greater Faith and Legitintacy
rhe Seneca

6r
64

in the

Government

of

Natit¡n,8 Kan. J.L. & Pub. Pol y 97 (1999).

Simon Ortiz (ASU Indian Studies Conference, Mar. 2000).

INTERNATToNAL

Lew 39 (1998) (criticizing the traditional view

that states, not individuals, are the basic subjects of international

'7s

See generally JEFFRIE G. MuRpuv AND JuLES

L. Coleu¡.N,

7l

(1990) (describing Kantianism as the
view that "the ¡ational choice in ethics is always the choice that
respects the rights of autonomous persons freely to determine
PHrt-osopHy oF LAv/

their own destinies, even if this respect is bought at the cost of

a

loss of happiness or wellbeing," and comparing it to
utilitarianism, which is the view that "the rational choice in
morality is always the choice that will maximize human
happiness or wellbeing").

RoBERT

AlleN

Vy'enRroR, TRTBAL Secngrs

Warrior'.s book contains

important writin-qs

a

masterful analysis

of Vine

87

(1995).

of the

Deloria, Jr. and John

many

Joseph

'76

S. Jnvas An¡vn, INotcENous Proples IN

Lew

INTERNATToNAL

15 (1996).

Mathews. Deloria is the author of countless articles and several
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78
'79

92 For
an excellent and comprehensive source for further
assessment of the many agreements and treaties
between the

TgsoN, supra note 74, at 40.
See

Id.

Se¿

Munpgy & Cor-¡vet¡, supra note 75, at 74 (discussing

limitations on state power imposed by citizens'rights).

80

ANeya, supra note 76, at 14 (citing Vattel,s Law of

This appraisal, of course, has changed over the centuries in
response to European expansionism, colonialism, and post_War
Justice Johnson's concurring opinion in
Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, for example, he discusses the fact
¿urd

demi_sovereign states and

of doubtful sovereignty,', but that, in any of these forms,

such governments were a step above India¡ tribes, which he
claims "the law of nations would regard as nothing more than
wandering hordes, held together only by ties of blood and habit,
and having neither laws or government, beyond what is required
in a savage state." 30 U.S. (5 pet.) at27.

82

According to Professor Teson, contemporary international
law recognizes the sovereignty of states which have an effective
system of governance over a distinctive population within
territorial bounda¡ies. TEsot{, sup ra note j 4, at 39.

83

See, e.g., Justice Johnson,s comments

Georgia, cited supra note

8I

in Cherokee Nation

v.

ea

1600_

Id..

at 47.

e5 Vl¡¡e
Delonl¡., JR. n¡qo Devlo E. Wu-nNs, TRTBES,
Tn¡en¡s, AND CoNSrTruïoNAL TRrnul¡,noxs 6l-62 (lgg9)
(discussing the end of treaty-making wìrh Indian
tribes). For an
excellent discussion of the federal treaty_making power
as

it

been applied to Indian nations, see id.

has

at 59_70.

e6 Wallace
Coffey has a copy of the rreaty. lt reads: ,,A
Decla¡ation of Peace Between the Ute and Comanche Nations,,
and was commemorated at Lawton, Oklahoma, on September
5,
1976, and at Ignacio, Colorado, on July 24, lg-77. According
to
Vy'allace Coffey, the Comanche Nation has a t¡adition
of using
treaties to establish relationships with other Indian nations.

97 Conversation
between Rebecca Tsosie

and John Echohawk,

Executive Director of rhe Native American Rights Fund (May
5,

84 ANAvA,
supranoteT6, at 19.

Wenruon, supra noLe 64, at 92.
169 reprinted ¡¿ ANnye,

Id. at93.

supra note 76, at 193-204.

tu

TocETTGR:

Tnpery Vrsror.ls oF LAw nNo pe,cce.

2000).

.

85 See,
e.g., ILO Convention No.

I775-

r800 r 12-13 (1997).

In

that Europe possesses "sovereign

INDIAN

AGREEMENTS, AND CoNvENTÏoNs,

e3 Rosenr
A. Wtu-l¡;vrs, JR., LrNKlNc ARMs
AMEPJCAN INpler.l

81

states

DIpLovRcy: TRganes,
1979 (1999).

Nations).

developments.

United States and Indian Nations, see Vnvp Dplonln,
JR. AND
RAYMOND J. DeMruI¡, DoCUIufENTs oF AMERICAN

tN
ANaye, supra note 76, at 53 (discussing the Draft United

Nations Decla¡ation on the Rights of Indigenous peoples, which
contains a "right to self-determination,,,but has been unable to

achieve consensus among nations who fear the political

Id.

tol Id.
at94.
Io2

Id. at95.

consequences ofrecognizing such a right). See also id. at77_7g

(discussing the three perspectives as to whether indigenous
peoples can constitute "peoples,' entitled ro the right of self_
determination).

81

Id. at 83-84.

88 Id.
at 85.
8e Id.
at85.
,S¿e

9l

Worcesrer v. Georgia,3t U.S. (6 pet.) 515 (1g32).

Coffey, supranote6l.
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Jee td.

'* Th" Native American Graves protection and Repatriation
Act and its regularions specify that rribal rights to cultural
objects and human remains depend, in pafi, upon a
demonstrated cultural affrliation between the contemporary
Native groups and the objecrs or remains being claimed. 25
U.S.C. g 3001(2) (def,rning "cutruralaffìtiation,,);43 C.F.R. 10.2
(e) (listing the various types of evidence that can be used
to

affiliation). In a recent case, a group of
scientists claimed rhar "scientific testing,', including DNA
analysis, is the only way to prove cultural affiliation between
a
modern Native group and the remains of an ancient Ancestor.
establish culturaÌ
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States Dept. of the Army, 969 F.
Supp. 628 (D. Or. 1997) (Bonnichsen lI); Bonnichsen v. United
States Dept. of the Army, 969 F. Supp. 614 (D. Or. 1991)

Se¿ Bonnichsen

v. United

(Bonnichsen I). Native people have resisted this line of
thinking, instead arguing that contemporary groups possess a

cultural understanding of who their ancestors are which is
sufhcient to establish cultural affiliation. Rebecca Tsosie,
Privileging Claims to the Past; Ancient Human Remains and
Contemporary CulturaL Values,3i Atz. ST. L.J 583, 626
(1999). Fo¡ an excellent critique of the cultural hegemony
enforced by Western science against Native peoples, see VIN¡
DeLont¡,, Jn., R¡o EARTH, Wslrr LIns: N¡'tlve AMERIcANS AND
rHE MYrH oF ScrENrFrc

Dr¡ctrine,ln Cruncal Rnc¡ TH¡onv: TH¡ K-Ev WnllNcs tHnr
Fonrr¿eo rHe Mov¡,uexr, 29-46 (Kimberley Crenshaw et al.
eds., 1995). Freeman observes that American law generally
views racial discrimination as the "misguided conduct of
particular actors" rather than a social phenomenon, and
consequently is generally indifferent to the condition of the
victim. /d. aÍ29-30.
ttu

J.G.A. Pocock, Law, Sot,ereign\,, anrJ History in a Divid.ed
Culture: The Case of New Zealc¿ttd and the Treaty of Waitangi,
THe IR¡oeII MEvOnI,cL LECTURE, LANCASTER UNIVENSITY, 2023 (October 10, l99I), as reprinted in Getches, Wilkinson &

Williams, FEoeneL lNot¡t¡ Leu' (4th ed. 1998) at 1003-07.

Fncr ( 1995).

105,,

tt1 Id. at.1007.

to6

Sæ Freclerick Hoxie, The ProbLems of Indian History, in
Mruon PROBLEMS Ii.- AMERICAN INDTAN HlsroRY: DOCUMENTS
AND EssAys 33-43,34 (Albert L. Hurtado & Peter Iverson eds.,

1d.

Fo. example, the more than 20,000 members of the Navajo
Nation residing in Phoenix are currently exploring whether they
can obtain recognition as a "chapter" within the Navajo Nation's
governance stn¡cture. (Correspondence to Prof. Tsosie, Fall
1999) The Laguna Pueblo is among the Indian nations which
has recognized urban communities of tribal members as
"colonies." (Myla Vicenti Carpio, presentâtion at ASU, Spring
2000).

'o' Srr

25 U.S.C. gg 1301-1303.

"t

1994).

|o
"''

Sec id.

r20

Unit"d States v. Sioux Nation, 448 U.S. 371,

aL 35 (citing work by a leading historian of American
history who acknowledged that his work did not "involve in any
significant extent the movement of. . . non-Caucasian peoples").

(I

tot O."n Lyons, "An Iroquois Perspective," in
VECSEY AND ROBERT

W.

HrsroRv

'w
tr0

ttt

17 l-7

IN NAÏVE

AMERICAN

4, 173 (1980).

Id.
Id.

Fo. example, John Stuart Mill's work, On Liberty, speaks of

the liberty rights of citizens as constrained only by the "harm
principle." J.S. Mtr, On Ll¡nnrv XV, (Elizabeth Rapaport, ed.'
1

978).

980).

121

A classic case in point is the Mashpee case where

Srr, e.g., RAV v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 37'7 (1992)
city ordinance criminalizing hate speech as

(invalidating

violation of First Amendment).

"o S"r, e.g., Adarand Contractors, Inc. v. Pena,
(

515 U.S. 200

a

group of

white jurors found that the Mashpee Tribe had ceased to
constitute an Indian tribe at the relevant points in history for
purposes of redressing a violation of the federal Nonintercourse
Act. Mashpee Tribe v. New Seabury Corp., 592 F.2d 575 (lst
Cir. 1979), cen. denied, 444 U.5.866 (1979). The same jury
found that they had constituted an Indian tribe at othe¡ times in
history @enerally when they ceded their lands to non-Indians).
The Mashpee elders who attempted to recount their story
through oral t¡adition were discredited in a proceeding where a
non-Indian "expert" provided the credible historical data. See
Torres & Milun, Ircnslating Yonnondio by Precedeñt and
Evidence: The Mashpee Indian Case, 1990 Dux¡ L.J. 625.

tt? 5", id. at9.

"t

436-437

CHRISToPHER

VENABLES, AMERICAN INDIAN

ENVIRONMENTS: ECOLOGICAL ISSUES

^

'tt S".

supra note

holding

Ln

t"

I

(describing the Marshall Trilogy and the

Johnson v. Mclntosh).

Johnron v. Mclntosh,

2l

t24

23r U.S.28,39 (1913).

125

25 U.S.C. $$ 4ó I -479.

U.S. at 590.

1e9s).

tts Fo, a thoughtful critique of this problem, s¿¿ Allan David
Freeman, Izgitimizing Racíal Discrimínation Through
Antidiscri¡nination l-aw:
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t26

S¿¿

Dgl-onle AND LYTTLE, supru note

5

Review of Supreme Court
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ttt

Corm.nts at 25th Annual FBA Conference,

Albuquerque,

designed

NM (Apriì 6,2000).

programs.

ttt Fo, example, the Supreme Court often looks to "history and
tradition" to define the boundaries of tribal jurisdictional

"t

authority. See, e.9., Oliphant, 435 U.S. 191 (The Court's finding
that there is no historical tradition of tribal criminal jurisdiction

over non-Indians acts is used in part to justify the Court's
conclusion that tribes have been implicitly "divested" of such
authority by their "dependent" status); Rice v. Rehner, 463 U.S.

713 (1983) (The Court's finding rhar rhere is no historical
tradition of tribal regulation of liquor in Indian Country-and
instead, that there is a historical tradition of federal and state
regulation-leads to its conclusion that tribes have been
divested of such authority by Congress and may only exercise

to

enhance

tribal autonomy over

government

Sæ supra notes 27,30-32, and accompanying text.

"o Sæ Rebecca Tsosie,

Negotiating Economic Survival: The

Consent Principle and Tribal-StaIe Compacts Under the Indian
Gaming ReguLarory Act, 29 Azuz. Sr. L.J. 25, 43-49 (199j)

(discussing tribal gaming rights and federal regulation, and the
connection of such regulation to paternalistic notions of what
type of economic development tribes "ought" to engage in)_

'" Jocx

Nnlv¡ AMERIcANS AND NrxoN:
PoLITtcs AND MrNoRrry Srm-DersRMrNAToN

FoRBES,

PRESTDENTTAL

120-121,124 (t98t).

delegated federal authority).
t36

l?9
'--

.

-.I hrs pornt is made by Pawnee histoúan James Riding-In in
his thoughtful survey of 20th century scholarship on American
Indian history, Scholars and Twentieth-Century Indians:
Reassessing the Recent Past, in CouN G. Cenow¡.y, New

Dln¡cÏoNs rN

AMERÌCAN lNol¿.tv

HlsroRy 12749

Professor Riding-In's article discusses

(1988).

a wide range

of

scholarship by Indian and non-Indian historians, but highlights

the important contributions to history that emerge from

138

Id.

Citrd ln Michelle Hibbert,

Gc¿lileos

or Grave Robbers?
23 AM.

Science, the NAGPRA, and the First Amendment.
IN¡re¡r L. REV. 425, 434 n.66 (199811999).

''n M.k

Trahant, Frienrls We Are AII Indians, in A CrRcle op
AND VrsroNS on Avprucerq lNolats 60 (John
Gattuso ed. 1993).

NatoNs: VorcES

130

ELz¡.s¡TH Coox-LyNN, wHy I C¡.N'r R¡e¡ WATLACE
StrcNpR AND OrHER EssAys: A TRTnAL Volcn, at ix (1996).
The various essays in Professor Cook-Lynn's book elaborate on
the harms that have been perpetuated by historicat and fictional

âccounts about Indian peopie and explain the importance of
a Native-centered intellecualism that is
responsive to the realities of tribal existence.

further developing

t"

,t

Justice ancl Humanity,

the

Native scholars.

,t,

Vin" Deloria, h., I¡tws FounrJed in
3l Aruz. L. Rev. 203,206 (1989).

too

W. are not

suggesting that these a¡e the only essential
use tribal wisdom, land,
and cultural identity as examples of key aspects of Native
culture, which are interrelated and depend upon a holistic
understanding of their importance to Native cultural survival.
components

Id..

'o'

Th. standard account of "American Indian history" is found

142

Ha-n.lo

of cultural survival. We

& SrRoM, supra

'-' For
example, oral

no1e 58,

at24.

tradition can be used

to prove

the

in a number of reference works, which a¡e cited and summa¡ized

existence of a "traditional cultural property" within the meaning

quite competently by RossRr N. Cu¡rroN, Nrrr Jessup
E. Pnrce, /N AMEzucAN I¡¡ol¡r.l Lew:
C¡,sss AND Marezu¡rs 137-65 (1991). According ro these

of section 106 of the National Historic Preservarion Act.

NEV/ToN, AND MoNRoE

of the "Indian Wars" occurred in the late
1890's. What followed was rhe "reservation period," in which
Indian people were confined to the agencies on increasingly
smaller reservations and forcibly assimilated into the dominant
society through federal policies designed to obliterate Native
languages, ceremonies, and their distinctive political, socia_l and
economic structures. This dismal state of affairs began to tum
accounts, the last

around

in

1934, with the passage of the Indian Reorganization

Act, which promoted tribal self-governance, albeit according to
an Anglo-American modeÌ. Tbe self-determination era of the
1970's ushered in the latest change in federal policy, purportedly

VOLUME l2:2 2001

See,

e.9., Pueblo of Sandia v. United States, 50 F.3d 856, gó0-61
(10th Cir. 1995) (discussing testimony by tribal elder and by
anthropoìogist in support of Pueblo's claim that Las Huertas
Canyon area contained traditional historic properties within the
meaning of section 106 of the National Historic P¡eservation
Act).
la3

Naua.¡o poet, Luci Tapahonso, has written a beautiful essay
descúbing the culrural significance of Navajo stories, songs,
prayers and poetry. See Luci Tapahonso, The Kaw River Rushes
Wesrward, ln Gattuso, supra noLe 139, at 106-l10. According
to Tapahonso, within Navajo culture "a person who is able to
'talk beautifully is well thought of and considered wealthy. To
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know stories, remember stories, and to retell them well is to
have been Ïaised right'' the family of such an individual is also
held in high esteem." Id. at 109.

re Leslie Marmon Silko, Zil¿ Indian With a

Camera, in

Gattuso, supra note 139, at1.
to5

Robe.t Porter is among the scholars who have resisted the
subordination of tribaì citizenship, and he provides a compelling
account of the impact of American citizenship on concepts of

tribal sovereignty and tribal citizenship

in his article,

The

patrimony.

''o

See

infra notes 185-91 and accompanying text.

Indiun Arts and Crafts Act, 25 U.S.C. g 305-305e.

"5 Srr, e.g., Homell Brewing Co. v. Brady, 819 F. Supp. i227
(E.D. N.Y. 1993) (holding unconstitutional a federal statute that
prohibited the use of the name "Crazy Horse" on any "distilled
spirit, wine or malt beverage product"; the court found that the
liquor company's use of the Lakota leader's name on its beer
product was "commercial speech" protected

by the first

amendment).

Demise of Ongwehoweh and the Rise of the Native Americans:
Redressing the Genocidal Act of Forcing American Citizenship

156

T.eaty of Hopewell with the Cherokees, Nov. 28, 1785, àrt.

upon Indigenous Peoples, 15 Henv. BlecrLprr¡n L.J.

IlI,

as cited in Getches, et al., supra note

(I

107

999).

Dogrn- Thorpe, Sovereignty, A State of Mind: A Thakiwa
Citizen's Viewpoint,23 Au.INDnN L. R¡v. 481 (199811999).

'o' Srr, e.g., Lenore Keeshig-Tobias, Stop Stealing Native
Stories, in BoRRowe¡ Pow¡R: Essevs oN CwrunruAppRopRrAroN 71-73, (Bruce Ziff & Pratima Rao eds. 1997)
(advocating Native control over Native stories). The volume
contains several essays which explain the concept of cultural
appropriation.
Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, American Indian Intellecttualism and

the New Indictn Story,20(1) Au¡nlcAN INDIAN Quenreru-v 57
( r 996).

'on 5", generally INTEr r FcruAL

PRopERTy RtcHTS FoR
Pnopr-es:
INDrcENous
A Souncssoor (Tom Greaves ed. 1994)
(providing several case studies of indigenous people's struggle

to dehne

16, at 85.

tt7 Fo. example, in Nevada v. tlnited

tou

ra8

1

intellectual property rights and outlining the

"o Sæ James D. Nason,

people even where it was aiso charged with meeting a
competing duty to non-Indian water users of a federal
reclamation project. In the words of the Cóurt: "it is simply
unrealistic to suggest that the Government may not perform its
obligation to represent Indian tribes in litigation when Congress
has obliged it to represent other interests as well. In this regard,
the Government cannot follow the fastidious standards of a
private fiduciary, who would breach his duties to his single
beneficiary solely by representing potentially conflicting
interests without the benehciary's consent." 463 U.S. 110, 128
(

re83).

ttt
t5e

Coff.y, supra note

6l.

Puula Gunn Nlen, Iyani:

It

Goes This Way,

in Ttn

REMEMBEREDE,a,RTH 191 (Geary Hobson ed. 1979).

t@

R.b...u Tsosie, Sacred Obligations: Intercultural Justice
and the Discourse of Treaty Rights, 4'7 UCLA L. R¡v. 1615,

conceptual and political challenges to such rights).

Native Intellectual Property Rights:

Issues in Control of Esoteric Knowledge, inZtrc

States, the Court found
government
could
meet
its trust duty to Indian
the
federal
that

&.R¡o,

supra

note 147, at246.

ttt

5", generølly Richa¡d A. Guest, Intellectual Property Rights
and Native American Tribes, 20 A¡,t. INohl.i L. REv. 1 1l
(discussing the mismatch between tribal interests in IPR and the
IPR doctrines under American law and suggesting that

expansion of the Indian A¡ts and Crafts Act may better serve
tribal interests).
's2 Id. ut I 15-16.

r640 (2000).

t6t
ró2

Id.

william Greider,

The Hean of Everything that Is,

Rotrî{c

SroNE, N4ay 7, 1987, at 38.
163

The Black Hills were reserved for the sole and exclusive use
and occupancy of the Sioux people by the 1868 Fort La¡amie
Treaty. Tsosie, Sacred Obligations, supra note 160, at 1642.
That Treaty expressly recognized the title of the Lakota people
to these lands and provided that no further land cessions would

Cultu¡al harm is recognized to some extent by the Native

be effected without the approval of 3/4 of the adult male
members of the Tribe. Treaty with the Sioux Indians, Apr. 29,

American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)
which protects tribal rights to certain tangible cultural
properties, such as sacred objects and objects of cultural

1868, U.S.-Sioux Nation, 15 Stat. 635. After the "discovery" of
gold in the Black Hills by a military expedition led by Lt. Col.
George Armstrong Custer, Congress enacted an 1877 statute

153

218
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which appropriated the Black Hills without the requisire consenr
of the Sioux people and without any attempt to compensate
them witb anything mo¡e than substanda¡d "rations" of weevilinfested flour and rancid la¡d, Tsosie, ,Sacred Obligations,

supra note 160,

at 1643. For further information on the

173

Vin"" Lujan, Jr., A

Case Study

S

OVEREIGNTY

in the Protection

of

American Indian Religious Freedom: Taos Pueblo's Search for
Religious Privacy l4-15 (1999)(unpublished manuscripr).
174

ltl. at 20-21

.

historical background of this case, see JAMEs C. Orsoru, Re¡
CLouo nNo rHE Stoux Pnoslpv (1965) and RossRr M. Uï-ey,

Tur INorar FnorlrreR oF rHE
(l

AMERTcAN

Wesr:

e84).

ls

L. No. 9l-550, 84 Stat. 1437.

't6 Si,r,on Ortiz, Speaking for

Courage, in Gartuso, supra note

139, at 28.

United States v. Sioux Nation of lndians, 448 U.S.

(1980) (holding that the 1877 Act effected

371

a taking of

recognized title to these lands without just compensation in
violation of the 5th Amendment).
'65 Tsori", Sacred Obligations, supranote 160, at 1644, For an
account of the link between the activism at Wounded Knee and

the 1868 Treaty, se¿ Volc¡s Fnov WouNoED KNEE, 1973:
rHE WORDS oFrHE PARÏcrp¡.Nrs

t66

't' A.t of Dec. 14, lg70,Pub.

1846-1890

i35

IN

(197 4).

"'

l'7'1

^.
The information

in this article on Kahoblawe is lergely
taken from a 1994 publication by the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve
Commission, "E Kahoblawe, E Ho'omalamalama, Hou Ana Ka
Mauli Ola, Kohemalamalama," which details the cultural history
of the island and the Native Hawaiian people's efforts ro gain
repatriation of the island. We want to thânk Native Hawaiian
ìeader Attwood Makanani, for his long,standin-s efforts to gain
repatriation of Kaho'olawe and for sharing wirh us a wealth of

information about the island. Ihereinafter Hawaiian Island
Id. at 96.

Reserve Commis.rion)

'ut Thi, Iegislation affects many of the Lakota and

Dakota

t"

Su, Consent Decree an<j Orcjer i¡¡ Alulu v. Brown (Civil No.

D. Haw.) (fìled Oct. 1, 1980). Under

tribes of the Sioux Nation.

76-0380) (D.C.

tut

Consent decree, Native practitioners and their supporters were
granted Iimited access to the island to restore sacred places and

Conu..rution with Dave Archambault anil other members of

the Standing Rock Sioux Trìbe, and Elizabeth Cook-Lynn
(Crow Creek Sioux) (August 12, 2000).

rededicate ancestral shrines and ternples. The U.S. Navy cleared
10,000 acres of surface ordnance and eradicated the goats. Soil

conservation and revegetation proerams were instituted to

t69

Of .ourr., many states and their municipalities have resisted
these efforts and have challenged the legality of tribal eff'orrs to
take land into trust. See, e.g., South Dakota v. U.S. Dept. of
Interior, 69 F.3d 878 (8th Cir. 1995), cert. granted, remanded
ctnd vacated,5 19 U.S. 919 (1996). For an analysis of this issue
and case, Jessica Roff, Note: South Dakota v. United States
Dept. of Interior: Another Broken Promise to the United States

Indians,49

rhe

ADMTN.

L. R¡v. 453 (1997).

"o Srr, e.g., Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service,
177 F.3d 800 (9rh Cir. 1999) (upholding rhe Muckleshoor
Indian Tribe'.s claim that the Forest Service had not fulfilled its
obligation under the National Historic Preservarion Act to
minimize the adverse effect of transferring a portion of the
Tribe's ancestral transportation route under a land swap with a
private landowner who sought the land for logging).

t" Srr, e.g., Minnesota v, Mille Lacs Band of

Chippewa
Indians, 526 U.S. 172 (1999) (holding that Tdbe rerained irs off-

reservation hunting, ñshing and gathering rights originally

restore the natural environment.

"9 Sæ Hawaiian Islancl Reserve Commìssion,
180

sttpra note 177.

Bor"d upon the final recommendations of the Conveyance

Commission, Congress voted in November 1993 to perrnanently
stop all military training and bombing of Kahoblawe and reru¡n
title of the lsland to the State of Hawaii.

tt' Rul",

and regulations to manage the reserve are to be
developed by the seven-member Kahoblawe Island Reserve
Comm.ission. Of course, all of the legislative purposes depend
upon the successful completion of an intense cleanup and
restoration effort. The bombing of Kahoblawe has c¡eated
extremely hazardous conditions on and around the island, and so
far, Congress has authorized $400 million for the clean up
effort. More would be necessary if the island were to be used
for human habitation, rather than for a nature reserve.
r82

.Sce

Hawaiian Island Reserve Commìssìon, supra noLe 177.

secured by an 1837 Treaty).
183

'72 R.C. Gonoo¡,¡-McCurcHAN, THE TAos l¡rolnNs AND
BArrl-E FoR

Blu¡ Larr

12 ( 1995).
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R"becca Tsosie, Privilegin¡4 Claims to the Past; Ancient
Hu¡nan Remains nnd Contentporarl Culturttl Vulues,3l ARIZ.
Sr. L.J.583, 639 (Summer 1999).
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f8a

Edward Halealoha Ayau, Restoring the Ancestral
Foundation of Native Hawaiians: Implenrentation of the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatiation Act,24 ARIZ. ST.
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Wallace Coffey has been a pow-wow emcee fbr over 30
years. He corrments on the spiritual nature of the arena, which
has a healing essence for many Indian people, and the structure
of the event, which depends upon prayer, celebration, and the
vital interaction of the drum groups and dancers.
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wallace Coffey describes this process, which he witnessed
during his tenure as Executive Director of the Denver Indian
Center. The Indian Center'.s headstan program focused on
providing cultural education to pre-school children that was
responsive to the diversity of the Indian tribes represented and
consistent with the need to reaffirm the overall value of culture
that is common to all tribes. The graduates of that program had
a sense of pride and purpose that inspired many of them to
continue their education and achieve their goals.
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Unfo.tunutely, rhere are statistics which bear this out.

However, the statistics dont explain why these tragedies are so
commonplace in the lives of our young people. Joy Harjo
speaks to some of those reasons in her moving essay,
Metamorphosls, ln Gattuso, sLtpra note 139, at 14-20. She
writes of her own experience in an educational system modeled
on the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools that sought to assimilate
Native children: "We struggled with this clash of systems just as
we battled the whirlwinds of troubled families and history we
could never leave behind. These tensions often erupted in
violence with the urging of alcohoi, drugs, and pure frustration."
Id. at 17.
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